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City, BPPA continue
bargaining talks

Media, pols, police critics, receive
lessons in real life at BPD Academy
By Jim Carnell, Pax Editor
any of us may have missed the Globe and Herald editions dated Jan. 23rd about
a rather unique and interesting exhibition by the staff of the Boston Police
Academy designed for local politicians, media, and community activists. (“In defense of the proper use of force”, Boston Herald, Peter Gelzinis, 1-23-11, and “Police give lessons in how they use force”, Boston Globe, Maria Cramer, 1-23-11).
The exhibition was designed after much criticism was heaped upon the department
following a “You-tube” video which appeared on-line after the arrest of a young
scumbag who resisted arrest at Roxbury Community College last fall.
From the articles, and from interviews with BPD academy staff, it appears that at
least a scintilla of real-life police work may have gotten through to at least a few of
those who attended. Of the reported five city councilors who attended the exhibition,
one was Councilor Michael Ross of Beacon Hill, who wasted no time in condemning the officers after the RCC incident for their alleged use of “excessive force”.
Ironically (or is it “hypocritically”?) Councilor Ross had “reserved judgment” on his
fellow City Councilor Chuck Turner, who had been indicted and then convicted of
accepting bribes from the FBI. Unfortunately, according to the comments attributed
to him by the Globe, Ross still doesn’t get it, at least not until he has to fight off a
criminal himself. (But then again, most elitist frauds who reside on la-de-da Beacon
Hill don’t-and never will- “get it”; so why should he be different?)
The Youtube video, which showed a juvenile escapee wanted on several charges
resisting arrest, was touted by the high holy hypocrites in the major media and by
politicians seeking to curry favor with specific voters needed to ensure their own selfperpetuation as another example of police brutality. In fact, the video shows nothing
more than police officers using the minimum amount of force on a suspect violently
resisting arrest and handcuffing. The exhibition by the BPD academy staff was designed to explain to these critics the rules and regulations of the BPD regarding the
use of force, the training we receive, and the practical difficulties of handcuffing and
subduing somebody who, quite simply, does not want to be handcuffed and arrested.
In the video, the officers employed simple pain-compliance techniques to force the
resisting juvenile thug, who was wildly swinging one handcuff in the air at the officers attempting to arrest him, to stop resisting and comply. Of course, the intellectually-bereft dolt filming the incident with her cell-phone thought she had another Rodney
King-style expose and narrated the video for distribution to other like-minded nitwits,
who think the police are supposed to put up with this crap and do nothing to protect
ourselves.
Peter Gelzinis of the Herald, for one, appeared to “get it”. As he reported in his
article, “Four scenarios, carried out on a padded floor in the Hyde Park Academy’s
basement gym, encompassed everything from a suspect offering no resistance, to a
situation where two officers were barely able to subdue a perp even after he’d been
wrestled to the ground. We were provided a rare opportunity to see the world from a
police officer’s eyes. It is a place where boredom can morph into chaos in the space of
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(continued on page A3)

Parity with firefighters, health insurance
are major issues
By Jim Carnell, Pax Editor
ith a police contract expired for almost eight months (as of this Pax
writing), the BPPA and the City’s bargaining committees continue to meet during a
period of difficult economic times and under the threat of continued cuts in state aid.
The outlook at the present time is not optimistic, to say the least.
Major issues on the table are, as most
everyone is aware, proposed changes to
health insurance (forcing everyone into either a state or city version of the GIC – proposed health coverage) and the issue of parity with Boston’s firefighters. After Governor Deval Patrick arbitrarily cut the Quinn
bill payments the state makes to the cities
and towns, the average Boston police officer is left earning about $13,000-$15,000
below that of a similarly situated (seniority,
etc.) Boston firefighter. Many – if not most
– police officers have refrained from seeking higher education of any kind, since it is
no longer financially beneficial to pay tuition costs, attend college, earn a degree and
subsequently receive so little in return for
the effort. (The Quinn bill matter is being
litigated and will hopefully be heard by the
Mass SJC in late spring or early summer,
but there are no guarantees of that
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timeframe, nor of how long the SJC might
take to decide the matter and ultimately
what the decision may be.)
A number of BPPA members have expressed their ideas and their frustrations to
shift reps and bargaining committee members. The important thing is to be realistic
about the economic and political situation
in which we now find ourselves. Unfortunately, because of the biased media and certain politicians, the ire of the public has been
turned against police, EMT’s, firefighters
and teachers, even though we are actually
the front-line troops who provide vital, basic government services every day. In percentage terms of the state or municipal budget, we represent but a small portion, when
compared with entitlement programs, social services, free housing, free medical
care, etc. etc. But because we are most visible, while most state and city services and
offices are behind closed doors, the public’s
fickle finger of blame is most easily pointed
toward us.
Case in point? I and another officer recently received an alarm call to 250 Washington St. in downtown Boston. A security
guard stated that an unauthorized man had
entered the building and may have been on
(continued on page A3)
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Thomas J. Nee

Bargaining update
A

s I talk to officers around the city, the
two most frequently asked questions
are “What’s happening with our (expired
July, 2010) contract” and “what’s happening with the Quinn bill lawsuit”. First of all
…bargaining…
I don’t have to explain to any of our
members the exceedingly difficult economic and political conditions that surround
us. We all know what’s happening. People
have lost their jobs, pay scales have been
cut, homes have been lost to foreclosure,
and the very existence of labor unions has
been called into question. Many people turn
the finger of blame for the current climate
immediately to the public-sector unionspolice, fire, EMT’s, and teachers, the people
who provide the most basic – and the most
visible- government services every day of
the week. But like the scene from the “Wizard of Oz”, where the Wizard is exposed as
a fraud manipulating the controls while telling everyone to “pay no attention to that
man behind the curtain”, the truth is illusory.
The fact is that police officers, EMT’s,
firefighters, and teacher’s salaries are but a
small part of the municipal budget. The true
budget-busters are entitlement programs
(welfare, free medical services, free housing, state and municipal bureaucracies, etc.
etc.) that consume the lion’s share of the
state and federal tax revenue. But, unfortunately, because we are in the forefront of
the public’s mind as the result of being the
most visible vestige of government, (not to
mention the continual attacks of the liberal
media), we are subjected constantly to criticism.
In such a climate, we should be cautious
about being viewed as somehow unreasonable or overbearing in bargaining talks. And
certainly, our expectations as a bargaining
committee (myself, VP Ron MacGillivray,
Treasurer Tom Pratt, A-7 rep Mike
Leary and B-2 rep Dave Fitzgerald) are
indeed reasonable and limited. We are
keenly aware of the dangerous and difficult
work our members perform every day, and

we are likewise
aware that firefighters are paid a substantial amount of money
more than a similarly-situated patrolman,
in terms of seniority, etc. Some members
appear to believe that bargaining is simply
a matter a presenting our demands and then
expecting the city to say “Yes”. God, if it
were only that simple! Bargaining involves
tough, painful decisions, politics and personalities. That’s a fact, like it or not. We
will never compromise our principles or
agree to anything that is not in the best interests of the majority of our members. In
the past, we have waited up to four years to
agree to contract terms and taken the entire
the matter to arbitration, even though that
avenue has sometimes proven to be less than
successful. (Hey, at least that option is still
open to us!) . Suffice it to say that as soon
as we have something to report, we will
bring the proposal to your BPPA House of
Representatives, who will then decide
whether our proposal is worthy of your final consideration.
As far as the Quinn bill lawsuit goes, the
so-called “North Reading” case is expected
to find its way to the Mass SJC in late spring
or early summer (we have no control of the
actual date or time, we are merely reporting what we have heard from the interested
parties). North Reading has contract language similar to ours; that is why this case
is so important. Of course, even after the
case is heard by the Mass SJC, they are
under no obligation to render a decision in
a short period of time, so it could be a while
before a decision is finally rendered. Essentially, the case involves the principal that,
despite the state’s refusal to provide the
funds, the law itself requires that police officers MUST be paid a certain amount of
money for attaining college degrees. The
funding mechanism, whether state, federal
or municipal, is therefore immaterial to the
political machinations of the Governor. That
is the legal argument, and we hope and believe it will be successful. As always, stay
safe and watch out for each other!

Governor Deval Patrick:
How well do you know him?
By Jim Carnell, Pax Editor
t is indeed distressing to listen to some of our members who seem not to understand
how their Governor, Deval Patrick, absolutely and positively hates police officers.
Some of our members voted for
Deval simply because he was a
Democrat, and well… that’s who
they normally vote for. Some
members may have voted for
Deval because they believed he
was pro-labor. Others, unfortunately, may have voted for Deval
simply for ethnic or racial reasons,
which is, in and of itself, a disgraceful and repugnant reason to
vote for anyone. But the facts is,
Massachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick
(continued on page A19)
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Message from the Vice President:

A

recent article in USA Today spoke
about the recruitment process of police officers with particular interest in the
applicant’s social networking on Facebook,
MySpace, YouTube, Twitter and other personal spaces. The article states some agencies are demanding that applicants provide
private passwords, internet pseudonyms,
text messages and e-mail logs as part of an
expanding vetting process for public safety
jobs.
A new one-hour course was introduced
in the Boston Police Academy titled “Social Networking” dealing with commentary,
expressions or pictures which could lead to
problems. A police officer’s communications or illustrations could also lead to a need
for behavioral correction including re-training. Class 48-08 was the initial class to receive such instruction and was actually
called back to the Academy in May of 2010,
a month before their probation ended to receive this, first of its kind, training directive. The significance of recalling the entire class back to the academy in May of

Ronald MacGillivray

Social networking
2010 for further updates should not be lost
given the effect that an e-mail could have
in framing one’s past, present and future to
a regrettable gaffe in an otherwise, lifetime
of positive contributions.

Timeliness and
Discipline

T

he BPPA over the years have made numerous complaints about the excessive
delays in completing IAD investigations
while officers are placed on administrative
duty or leave. The Department has made
headway in attempting to render timely
decisions, though quite often it doesn’t appear to be at the top of their “to do” list. A
recent arbitrator’s decision recognized unacceptable delays in the disciplinary process that hopefully will infuse a future standard of evenhandedness in justifying the
removal of an officer’s weapon for long
periods of time. In one of the latest decisions, the Department attempted to bundle
marginal complaints that had gone years
without hearing or decision, in an effort to

Media, pols, police critics, receive lessons in
real life at BPD Academy
(continued from page A1)

a few seconds, where you can be a social
worker one minute, or an armed combatant the next.”
The presentation also included the use
of the BPD’s firearms training simulator,
in which several reporters, journalists and
politicians “killed” unarmed suspects during the simulation. Ten years ago (Monday,
June 4th, 2001, Boston Herald) reporter José
Martinez also wrote a similar article entitled “Police simulator sheds light on reaction to street danger”, following a shooting
in East Boston in which an knife-wielding
suspect stabbed a police officer in the leg,
and the police were then forced to shoot the
man. In that incident, “the community”,
inflamed by alleged “community activists”
(Note the copious use of quotation marks
highlighting my own personal skepticism
of such entities or the grammatical use
thereof…) also complained of “excessive
force”, apparently believing that the police
should allow themselves to be killed before
asking the suspect if it was OK to shoot him.
But reporter José Martinez actually went
one step further, going to the BPD Academy himself and experiencing what reallife might actually be like, albeit on a computer simulator. And boy, did he write about
a personal wake-up call. Said Martinez,
“Within 45 minutes, I shot one man three
times, three others shot at me, and a Boston Police Sergeant stabbed me several
times as I fumbled to unholster a gun suddenly made useless by his charge.” Such
honesty is indeed rare among today’s crop
of alleged “journalists”.
But even the Globe reporter seemed to
show some feeble signs of understanding
the plight of police officers required to use
www.bppa.org

force. According to the Globe’s Maria
Cramer: “Reporters were then asked to
participate. A Globe reporter who had to
respond to a shooting in a parking lot fired
at a fleeing victim, believing she was the
shooter. Many in the group said the demonstration gave them more insights into the
challenges police face when they use force.
“No responsible critic can walk away from
this and say “Oh, this stuff happens because
of racist cops,” the Rev. Eugene Rivers III,
a prominent Dorchester minister, said at the
end of the night.” Honesty. How refreshing…
Councilor Michael Ross, the elitist
fraud from Beacon Hill, however, still expressed doubts. According to the Globe:
“Still, Ross said the demonstrations did not
convince him that the officers involved in
last year’s arrest behaved appropriately.”
Reportedly, although Ross attended the exhibition, he did not participate in the handcuffing drills or the use of the shooting simulator. How did I already know that? Ross is
one of those fake, pretentious, obnoxious
liberals who watches police dramas from
the comfort and safety of his exclusive Beacon Hill condo and then criticizes working
street cops from his ivory tower. He knows
“how easy it is” to handcuff a resisting suspect because he’s seen it on “Adam-12” and
“CSI: Miami”. But like many a good liberal, the day will come when he is walking
home at night and somebody runs up
quickly behind him and demands his wallet, or worse. And Ross will be the first one
on the phone demanding the immediate arrival of the police and demanding to know
“where were the cops” and “why didn’t they
catch the guy”, and… well, we’ve heard it
all before, haven’t we….

compel the officer to accept a compilation
of charges that might not have been advantageous going forward. The timeliness concerns that were addressed in this decision
were just as important as the 90 day back
pay.
For background, in an earlier discipline
case in 1997 the Union had argued that in
addition to “just cause” there were violations of an officer’s due process in that the
delay of that hearing had prejudiced the
grievant. An argument was made that the
Department had lost any reasonable rationale for placing the officer on administrative duty when it had unreasonably delayed
investigating the charges against him. The
Union had suggested that 90 days would
be a reasonable amount of time in this particular case given the 1992 St. Clair Report
recommending 90 days for internal investigations. This argument would have allowed
for lost overtime, details, and court time pay
after 90 days to be part of the remedy. Logic
did not prevail.
The arbitrator would later equate a reasonable time standard to be what was the
normal practice or average length of time
required to conduct an investigation
within the Department at that time. The
St. Clair Report had concluded that a
majority of the cases took between 6 and
9 months. In 1996 and 1997 cases took
between 7 and 24 months to conclude so
when compared with this investigation,
it was not considered to be out of the
norm or otherwise unreasonable. For this
length of time to be considered routine
or customary was accurate. It was also
shocking that it would be considered acceptable for internal affairs to take years
in some cases to investigate internal allegations in light of the St. Clair Report.
The administrative duty in that case had
begun in June of 1997… the arbitrator’s
decision was rendered in September of
1999. The grievant was cleared of the misconduct and made whole for any earnings

and benefits lost as
a result of the 45
day suspension. Regarding the timeliness
issue, the City was found not to have violated the contract while the officer was on
administrative duty denying the officer the
average of details and overtime for all but
the 45 days. A recent disciplinary decision
has revisited the timeliness argument with
a more rational judgment.
Again, excessive delays in the internal
affairs process were cited in the more recent grievance and the arbitrator’s decision
addressed it, specifically the lengthy period
between the incident and the investigation.
The issuance of the specifications by the
appointing authority came 2-1/2 years after the incident, with the actual hearing another year after the specifications, totaling
3-1/2 years after the incident. The arbitrator goes on to say in his decision, “Memory
failure by witnesses producing gaps or inconsistencies in their testimony must be
evaluated substantively in the normal
course, but where doubts arise they must
also be attributed against the Department
and the City for its failure to timely conclude the disciplinary process against grievant following the end of its investigation
which supported discipline.” Further in the
decision the arbitrator questions the credibility of a City witness: His inconsistent
testimony must cut against the City’s case
because the City failed to timely conclude
its disciplinary process against the grievant and hold an Appointing Authority hearing concerning allegations against the grievant.”
The grievant prevailed on both fronts
including the discipline being rescinded (90
days) and expunged along with an average
of benefits and earnings. Also, while the
officer was on administrative duty it was
determined that he was entitled to the average of details and overtime including court
time. This decision can only help with fu(continued on page A5)

City, BPPA continue bargaining talks
(continued from page A1)

any one of eight upper floors. Unbeknownst
to us, the building was largely occupied by
a veritable plethora of state offices and agencies, containing a cornucopia of hacks and
bureaucrats. I was dumbstruck by the
amount of offices and cubicles hidden on
floor after floor of this building. There were
agencies dealing with radioactivity, animal
rights, social services, regulatory agencies,
advocates, etc., too numerous to begin to
recall. I estimate that certainly – at a minimum – several hundred state “workers” had
desks and chairs assigned to them there,
hidden away in an obscure building I didn’t
even know was there. And that was but
ONE of the state’s many, many offices and
buildings. Add all the bureaucrats and office workers up, and think of the staggering
amount of personnel and political hacks
who currently exist on the state’s payroll.

But who does the layoff axe fall on? Who
has their pay and benefits cut? Who does
the public’s anger fall upon? That’s right
us- police, EMT’s, firefighters, teachers. We
provide the most vital, basic services, but
end up paying for Deval Patrick’s social
schemes and utopian visions. Cut the cop’s
pay, close the prisons, let the criminal out
on parole… But then again, Massachusetts’
nitwit voters returned this man to the
Governor’s chair, so who’s to blame for the
coming calamity?
That’s the sad state of bargaining, February, 2011, BPPA members. Wish I had
better news….
(P.S. The members of the bargaining
committee are Pres. Tom Nee, VP Ron
MacGillivray, Treasurer Tom Pratt, A-7 representative Mike Leary, and B-2 representative Dave Fitzgerald.)
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Treasury Notes:

A

Thomas Pratt,

BPPA Treasurer

Beware of putting personal information
on social media sites

s always, I hope to find everyone do- give outsiders cannon fodder to throw back A dealer is a dealer, period. With drugs, I can appreciate that the Governor is trying
ing well. I trust everyone enjoyed the in our faces. Remember, what happens in comes firearms and then turf battles over to save money, but at what cost? This law
holidays and spent some quality time with Vegas, stays in Vegas. Enough on that topic! who gets to sell what and where. Drugs was written for a reason, to keep potential
family and friends. The first order of busiThe next topic is school zone, park and equal violence and violence equals people violent offenders off the streets. If a child
ness that I would like to get into is the so- play ground measurements. As the law is getting hurt and killed. We all know that cannot feel safe at school or playing on a
cial media outlet,
the economy and the swing in a playground, where can they? I
Facebook. I know that All I am saying is watch what you are writing
Massachusetts state am not governor-bashing, Mr. Patrick does
our Association Secrebudget are slim and the have to make some tough decisions when
tary Pat Rose wrote and don’t give outsiders cannon fodder to
prisons and jails are it comes to revenues. If we need to increase
about it in the last is- throw back in our faces.
filled to just about ca- revenues to keep our kids safe, how about
sue of the Pax. But I
pacity. The safety of the we start having some of the tax-exempt land
would just like to reiterate something. Stop written now, a drug dealer who sells his public should not have a price tag on it. The barons start paying their fair share throughputting revealing personal conversations poison to somebody who is within 1000 feet only thing this measure accomplishes is out the state. College endowments are once
and issues up on the web for all to see. It of a school or 100 feet of a park or play- cutting down on the time bad people stay again on the rise with the economy getting
has gotten back to the union office that ground receives a mandatory two and a half in jail. I could see increasing rehabilitation better. We should also not forget the fact
people are writing some things on these year sentence for a guilty
that hospitals are also
social media sites that may or may not pos- conviction. This law is a Drugs equal violence and violence equals
tax exempt. We don’t
sibly be construed as conduct unbecoming. tool for the police and a people getting hurt and killed. We all know that see them cutting
Why would anyone want to air certain is- deterrent for the drug
emergency room
sues for all to see? I know you have to dealers. Schools and play- the economy and the Massachusetts state
costs, do we?
“friend” someone for them to see your page, grounds and parks are budget are slim and the prisons and jails are
Though, I do have a
but like most things someone can show safe havens for children filled to just about capacity. The safety of the
better idea. Why
somebody how to get in by a back door or of all ages. Governor
don’t we increase the
you can friend somebody who is not neces- Deval Patrick wants to public should not have a price tag on it.
punishment for dealsarily the person you thought you were change the law and cut
ers who carry fire“friending” (I am actually confusing my- down the distances. I can see making ad- program funding for addicts and people who arms and have the potential to commit urself with the computer talk). All I am say- justments in some laws for drug users really want to stop doing drugs. Some stud- ban terrorism in our city so we don’t have
ing is watch what you are writing and don’t (thought without one, you don’t have other). ies have shown that in the long run, rehabs to keep re-arresting them.
could save money and lives. Users and dealNext topic is The Boston Police Peer
ers are two different entities and they should Support Unit. Sergeant Brian Fleming runs
(continued on page A5)
be separate when it comes to enforcement.
would like to thank all the men and women of the Boston Police Department who
made donations to this year’s Boston Police Troop Effort. The donations received
this year were overwhelming.
Because of all of you, we were able to send hundreds of gift packs to Boston
Officers and their Platoon members – serving overseas.
would like to thank my fellow treasurer, Tom Pratt, Treasurer of the BPPA for
Your kindness and generosity is appreciated more than words can say.
inviting
me to introduce myself to you in the pages of Pax Centurion. My name is
This year’s effort was such a success because of so many people who donated
Steve
Grossman
and I am the new Treasurer of the Comtheir time and resources. I would like to thank some people who made the 2010 effort
monwealth.
One
of my most important responsibilities
seem effortless, with the greatest of results.
is
to
oversee
your
pension funds.
First and foremost, thank you to the BPPA, BPSOF, OPC, Kathy Kearney, Eileen
I’d
like
to
take
this
opportunity to express my unwaHansford, Tommy Pratt and Pat Rose for going above and beyond to make this year’s
vering
commitment
to
keep your retirement system safe
effort so successful.
and
sound.
It
is
my
mission
to honor every pension reTo William Stoddard and Elliot Feldman of the Boston Police PAL program, Sulated
promise
the
state
has
made
to you.
san Lynn of the Blue Star Mothers, the BPPA, BPSOF, Sgt. Rudy Szegda for their
I
come
to
the
Treasurer’s
office
from the private secgenerous donations to help us pay for shipping costs, to Captains Armstrong, Evans,
tor.
Grossman
Marketing,
now
a
fourth
generation famGreland, Ivans and Sexton for all of their assistance and to all of our District contacts
ily
business,
is
proudly
a
union
shop
with
both a 401-K
who helped gather and deliver all the donations.
plan
and
a
defined
benefit
pension
plan,
not
unlike the
Thanks also to Mark Freire, Adam Mazzola, Elizabeth Ahern, Adrian Troy,
one
you
participate
in
with
the
Commonwealth.
I long
Middalia Centeio, Marie Anthony, Brendan England, Marty Brooks, Phil Terenzi,
ago
learned
that
the
best
way
to
retain
good
people
is to Steve Grossman
Eric Krause, Tommy Foley and Heidi Peterson.
keep
the
promises
you
make
to
them.
And
I
will
do
just Massachusetts State
A special thanks to our little elfs who helped to sort, pack and wrap all the gifts –
Treasurer
that
in
my
work
as
your
new
Treasurer.
Gail Decoste and her son Jimmy, Eileen Hansford, Danny Adams, John and Kara
We are already in the process of initiating some important changes in the manageQuinn, Julie Foley Quinn, Dennis Crowley, Peggy Dubudio-Ronin and Julie Quinn.
ment
of your pension investment funds that are designed to lower our costs, reduce
A very special thank you to Dennis Crowley’s father, Mr. Jack Crowley – who
our
risks
and increase transparency. My administration will do everything it can to
every year gives of his time, to gather and collect the shoe boxes that we use for the
cut
down
on management fees which will enable us to improve our performance.
gift packs.
And
amidst
the sometimes gloomy economic news that has been swirling around
To Jill Knupp of Reebok for the donations of shoe boxes and all the socks that
these
days,
one
of the best pieces of news I discovered after being sworn in as TreaReebok donated.
surer
was
the
exemplary
participation rate of the Boston Police Department in the
And a very special recognition of Margaret Sullivan of the Boston Police Supply
SMART
Deferred
Compensation
Plan.
warehouse – for knitting warm hats and liners for the troops and sending them over
You
have
set
a
great
example
by electing to take greater control of your own
for the past many years.
financial
future.
By
doing
so,
you
have
demonstrated that your commitment to proThank you to District C-6 – for allowing us to use their community room and
tect
and
serve
extends
to
the
financial
well-being
of those who depend on you. Thank
wreak havoc on them for two days, of packing. They were all very gracious hosts.
you
for
your
participation
in
the
SMART
Plan
and
for your service each and every
Especially Lenny Lilly, Christine Marini, Fred Ferrara and Middalia Centeio.
day.
Thank you for caring about something so important.
Sincerely,
Keep Safe and Happy New Year!
Steve
Grossman
– Rita Foley

Thank you for Troop Effort!
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I
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A note from the State Treasurer
Steve Grossman

617-989-BPPA (2772)

Secretary Spread:

S

Patrick M. Rose,

New wool caps, the Quinn Bill, GIC and
collective bargaining negotiations
highlight this month’s agenda

o tell me, has the winter been cold
enough? I realize that there has been a
lot of discussion concerning cold weather
gear, specifically head gear this winter. Your
cries for relief have not fallen on deaf ears.
I am pleased to announce the good news,
that the Commissioner and the Chief have
heard your concern and have already met
with all three Unions to come up with a
solution. The department is now authorizing the ‘Blauer’ 125 knit cap, dark navy blue
with ‘BOSTON POLICE’ embroidered in
silver thread for the Patrolmen and gold
color thread for the rest of the force. This is
a great wool cap with a fleece lining. We
have already contacted the manufacturer
and informed them of a special order that is
about to come out authorizing the new cap.
Hopefully they can be produced and quickly
enough for our wear this year. The Department will be issuing an order outlining the
conditions upon which you can wear the
new headgear. I would like to thank the Department Leadership for working with us
to solve this problem.
The next order of business would be the
Quinn Bill and our lawsuit against the City
of Boston, in our quest to right the wrongs
perpetrated on us by the Massachusetts Legislature and the Governor. We have indeed
filed a law suit and have a joint agreement
with the City for the suit to be heard directly in front of the SJC, which only makes
sense, since they have the ultimate authority on the case. The first hurdle in the case
was getting the SJC themselves to agree to
hear the case, which they did. A recent favorable decision from a Superior Court
Judge against the town of North Reading,
filed by their Patrol force, in a similar law
suit looks promising, however we believe
the reason the town didn’t appeal is due to
the fact that our case will end up being the
answer for all (so why waste valuable assets on case that will be decided on in the
near future). As of this writing we still have
no Court date, so please dismiss all of the
rumors, once we know you will know. We
do have high hopes, however, this is Massachusetts and we all know that they sometimes make it up as they go, regardless of
the law and common sense.
This leads me into our next topic, the
infamous GIC. Well folks, it just ain’t going away. I have talked and written at length
on this subject over the past few months.
There is only so much we as a Union can
do. We really need you and your families to
call your City Counselors and more importantly your State Representatives and express your opinion and feelings concerning
involving us in the proposed GIC (one fits
all type of health care). Not only will it be
much more expensive to you but the care
offered is, many times, subpar to say the
least. We have bargained for the past 45
www.bppa.org
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years to achieve what we have, don’t let
them take it away with a signature on a
document up in the State House in the

try finds itself in, as an excuse to roll back
the clock on public employees’: health care,
payroll and pensions. This is not an aberra-

We are filing legislation to attempt to roll back
the ‘Bad’ court decision rendered last spring
by the SJC insofar as the “evergreen clause”
that kept public employee contracts alive.
You are probably asking why is this important,
well without a contract in place the City
(management) could actually refuse to
bargain, refuse any grievance procedure and
actually dismiss without just cause and we
would have no contractual recourse. The
Court actually stated that they would have no
authority to even hear a case of appeal.
middle of the night. If you don’t think that’s
how business is done, ask any Suffolk
County Correction Officer how they lost
Civil Service and now their Health Care.
Believe me, this is the one fight you have to
involve yourself in, for you, your family and
your future.
Speaking of your future, we are currently
without a contract, however, due to some
masterful maneuvering we are currently
protected through an agreement between the
City and your Union. We are filing legislation to attempt to roll back the ‘Bad’ court
decision rendered last spring by the SJC
insofar as the “evergreen clause” that kept
public employee contracts alive. You are
probably asking why is this important, well
without a contract in place the City (management) could actually refuse to bargain,
refuse any grievance procedure and actually dismiss without just cause and we
would have no contractual recourse. The
Court actually stated that they would have
no authority to even hear a case of appeal.
If you believe that wouldn’t happen, well it
already did, that’s what brought about the
decision. There are actually some towns in
Massachusetts that are currently disciplining Police Officers and terminating those
same individuals without just cause, based
on this SJC ruling. This type of new politics, yes I said politics, is becoming common place in our society. The public employee has become the ‘whipping boy’ for
all of society’s woes. This is not a local phenomena, politicians at all levels of government across this country, including the
White House, are turning the public against
their employees. This has been an ongoing
concerted effort by Big Business (who also
own the media) for well over a decade. Since
they were not able to keep us basically in a
form of indentured servitude, they have
worked with their paid guns (politicians) to
use the current fiscal debacle that the coun-

tion, this has been and continues to be a cold,
well thought-out calculated plan to keep
you, the public employee down. The reason, to finally rid the country of Unions!
Big business with the help of the Government and Courts has been gutting, destroying and disabling Unions within this coun-

try for the past thirty two years! Just study
what has been happening around us and you
will understand. With all of that being said,
we are indeed in negotiations with the City
for a new Collective Bargaining Agreement.
Your bargaining team: Tom Nee, Ron
MacGillivray, Tom Pratt, Dave Fitzgerald
and Mike Leary have been meeting and tirelessly working on every detail within the current and proposed agreement. However, please
understand that until the SJC hears the Quinn
Bill case and renders a decision, no fiscal agreements can or will be worked out between us
and the city. Once the Quinn case is finally
decided, I would like to believe that we can
come up with a palatable agreement with
the City which will address base wages,
health care and benefits. However, we will
do whatever is in the best interest you our
members! We will continue to fight back
the attacks on our earned and deserved pensions and benefits, but as I previously stated,
this is a coordinated attack against us country wide. We may have to involve ourselves
in a larger defense to ensure your benefits
are protected! Please be safe out there,
watch each other’s back and back each other
up! It’s getting pretty crazy out here.

Beware of putting personal information on
social media sites…
(continued from page A4)

this unit and it is located on the grounds of
the old state hospital on River Street. Brian
has been on the job for well over 20 years
and has had both his ups and downs on this
job. I say this because he can possibly empathize with what you may be going
through. His goal is to make this unit a place
to go when you need to work something
out. This is a place where police officers of
all ranks can go if you are having problems.
The problems you are experiencing may be
work or home related, it does not matter.
Everything is confidential. The only concern of Brian and the other police officers
working at the Peer Unit, is you and helping you stay on track. If you think you would
like to talk to someone at the Peer Support
Unit, the numbers are as follows. Should
you need emergency help 617-594-9091,
the office 617-343-5175. If you feel as
though you want to call a non-city or nondepartment cell phone, you can call 617698-7888. As police officers, we sometimes
don’t like to ask for help but there is nothing wrong in asking for it if you feel the
need. Now and then, all it takes is getting
something of your chest for you to feel better. Full disclosure, I have and still use the
unit on occasion to vent and work things
out and I feel very comfortable in doing so
and talking with the officers who work
there.
In closing, I would just like to stress keep

your guard up and watch each other’s backs.
Over the last few weeks there have been
multiple police officers shot around the
country and some have been shot in their
own police stations. Shortly after the start
of the New Year we had an officer involved
shooting. The suspect pointed a machine
gun at some of our co-workers. Luckily,
they all went home to their families and
loved ones. Let us not forget Police Officer
John Maguire of Woburn who was killed
in the line of duty. Please keep his family in
your thoughts and prayers. Keep in mind to
call off and ask for help if you need it. Our
goal is to go home at the end of a tour of
duty.
BE SAFE!

Vice President’s report
(continued from page A3)

ture cases where timely answers come into
question.

Blauer Jackets

T

he vendor has been chosen… AAA in
Dedham will supply the jackets and is
in the process of receiving names and sizes.
There are over two hundred jackets to be
ordered which could take months to finalize regarding shipping and receiving so if
you have been waiting to be fitted, have at
it. Those who have yet to respond, please
call…
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The Globe opines on “not
sweating the (police) details”…

8% AUTO DISCOUNT TO
ALL BPPA MEMBERS!!! T
“We want to Protect and Serve those
who Protect and Serve us!”

Judith M. Flynn
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Auto & Homeowners Insurance

1152 Washington Street
Dorchester Lower Mills

617-296-0350

Save $$$$$ on your Homeowners Insurance!!!
Qualified applicants receive up to a

33% Discount

on Homeowners Insurance!
Call me for a quote today!
Speak with a “live” person!
No recordings or voice mail!

Free pickup of plates!
23 years serving the community!
Multiple discounts available!

Call me for a quote today!!!
Judie Flynn • 617-296-0350

Don’t know me?
Ask someone you may know…
“Flynn Insurance has handled our insurance needs for years. Their competitive
rates and prompt professional response is unbeatable! I highly recommend
Judie Flynn of Flynn Insurance.”
– Jim Wyse,
Sergeant-Detective, A -1
“Flynn Insurance is a local home-grown agency that has treated me
exceptionally well over the years. I have, and will continue to send all my
friends and family to Judie. She delivers only prompt, professional, friendly
service.”
– Matt Machera, Attorney at Law,
Formerly of the Suffolk County DA’s Office
“I’ve been doing business with Judie (Flynn) for years and she’s always gone
well above and beyond for me and my family.”
– Mike Coppinger,
Patrolman, District 14
“I have had both my Auto and Homeowners Insurance with Judie Flynn of
Flynn Insurance for years. Their reliable service and friendly, dependable staff
make everything simple and easy.”
– Maura Flynn,
Commander of the Paid Detail Unit (no relation)
“For years, Judie has provided superior service for me and my family. Her
personal attention goes above and beyond. They really go out of their way!”
– Tom Richardson,
Patrolman, E-5, (retired)
“Judie (Flynn) has handled my Auto and Homeowners policies for years. Her
professional, efficient, friendly service is second to none and she does it with a
smile.”
– Danny Rice, Detective,
Domestic Violence Unit
“For years Judie (Flynn) has handled our insurance. Her honest, straightforward approach and professional, friendly service makes insurance easy.”
– Chris Boyle,
Patrolman, Drug Unit
“Flynn Insurance is like Cheers – where everybody knows your name.
They treat you like you’re part of the family and even answer their own
phones!”
– Bobby Murphy, EMT,
Boston EMS
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he recent repairs on the Craigie drawbridge provide a banner example of
why police details inflate construction costs
even when it makes sense to have uniformed
officers directing traffic.
The first stage of that project which required the closing of the inbound stretch of
Route 28 in front of the Museum of Science for about a month, seriously disrupted
commuting patterns. Using police rather
than less-costly civilian flaggers was certainly reasonable. And the state deserves
credit for scaling back on the number of
details as the project progressed. That cut
costs from about $48,000 in week one to
about $30,000 in week three.
But that’s still a lot of money. In Boston
alone, on most weekdays, the project had
11 detail officers and one supervisor in the
morning, plus one detail officer in the
evening, for a daily cost of about $2,300.

Additional officers on Fridays pushed that
day’s cost to about $2,800.
Here’s the rub – By 9:30 a.m. or so, traffic had tailed off to a light flow. Yet the detail officers stayed on duty until 11 a.m.
Most mornings, a post-rush-hour driver
could see three or four officers near City
Square in Charlestown and an equal number along North Washington Street in the
North End, doing little that the traffic lights
alone couldn’t have accomplished.
Why? Simple. Their stint started at 7 a.m.
and their contract, like almost every police
contract, calls for a four-hour minimum.
Thus the state ended up paying a dozen traffic-control officers for significantly longer
than they were needed. That’s one big reason that civilian flaggers save money. When
they aren’t necessary, they aren’t deployed.
(Reprinted from the Boston Globe, January 3, 2011.)

… and our response once again to
the Globe!
Dear Editor,
Once again, the editorial board of the
Boston Globe ignores the facts and launches
into its animus-based tirade regarding police details vs. flagmen (“Not sweating the
(police) details,” January 3, 2011). We have
continually forwarded to you the facts that
flagmen would be paid $52.00 per hour (far
more than a Boston Police Officer at $37.00
per hour) and that there is in fact a four hour
minimum pay required – exactly the same
as police officers. (American Flagging and
Traffic Control Co. of Salem, N.H., quoting price for Susi Construction of Boston,
dated July 22, 2009, previously forwarded to
your offices). The Globe, however, continues
to ignore these facts, apparently due to the reason that the facts do not comport themselves

to the Globe’s anti-police ideology.
Obviously, Globe editorialists continue
to believe in the fantasy of the $10.00 per
hour flagman who will work for two or three
hours of pay, outside in the icy cold or searing heat, transporting themselves happily
to work each morning to put up with the ire
of frustrated motorists and snarled traffic.
We know not what world the Globe’s editorial board exists in, but surely, it is not on
the same planet as those of us who actually
work for a living each day, as opposed to
pontificating from behind the safety of a
computer on Morrissey Blvd.
– James W. Carnell
Representative, Area A-1
Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association
Editor, Pax Centurion

Letter to the Boston Herald

Re: “Police response to Governor
Patrick’s parole board and inquiry”

Dear Editor,
So, our gutsy, crime-fighter of a Governor Deval Patrick does not want a “rush to
judgment” as he waits with baited breath
the results of the blue-ribbon panel charged
with finding out exactly “what happened”
that allowed Dominic Cinelli, who had
three life-sentences hanging over his head,
to be released to murder Woburn Officer
Jack Maguire? (Boston Herald – “Parole
no model,” January 4, 2011).
On behalf of most police officers, Governor, save the façade of your “panel of inquisitors.” None of us believe you, and we
are all keenly aware of exactly “what happened.” What happened here is what happens anytime when liberal ideology interjects itself into the criminal justice system.
What happened here is that concern for the
“rights” of the criminal, by a board largely
appointed by our Governor who is hell-bent

on reforming CORI laws to accommodate
even more criminals, superceded the rights
of the law-abiding and victims of crime.
What happened here is that elitists who
never have to live with the results of their
own failures sent yet another oxygen-thief,
scumbag back to the streets, for the police
to once again have to deal with, and with
tragic results for Officer Maguire and his
family. The blood of Officer Maguire rests
squarely with Governor Patrick and his parole board, but sadly, those of us in the law
enforcement community are fully aware that
neither he nor his fellow, isolated elitist “reformers” give a damn about us, despite his
Cheshire-cat “concern.” Save it, Governor.
None of us believe you….
– James W. Carnell
Area A-1 representative
Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association
Editor, Pax Centurion
617-989-BPPA (2772)

Making a
Difference

www.bppa.org
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Genzyme thanks the dedicated professionals
of the Boston Police Department for their tireless
proactive support of Boston Biotechnology Companies.

Genzyme Corporation
is a global biotechnology company dedicated to making a major positive
impact on the lives of people with serious diseases. The company's
products and ser vices are focused on rare inherited disorders,
kidney disease, orthopaedics, cancer, transplant and immune diseases,
and diagnostic testing.
Genzyme's commitment to innovation continues today with expanded
research into novel approaches to treat cancer, heart disease,
and other areas of unmet medical need. More than 8,000 Genzyme
employees in offices around the globe ser ve patients in over 80 countries.

500 Kendall Street, Cambridge, Ma 02142 617.252.7500
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THE LAW FIRM OF SCOTT D. GOLDBERG, P.C.
Assisting and Representing Police Officers Since 1990
RECENT CASE SUMMARY
FACTS: Officer injured on-duty when police vehicle struck by suspect avoiding arrest.
Officer was disabled and collected IOD pay and medical bills were paid under c.41 s.111F.
Officer recovered and returned to full duty.
CASE: Officer sought free legal consultation and pursued claims against the vehicle operator
and owner – and under his personal auto policy – for lost detail and overtime pay, and
compensation for pain and suffering.
OUTCOME: Officer received gross recovery of: $8,000 in Personal Injury Protection and
$10,000 in additional medical payment benefits, $20,000 insurance policy limits for the
defendant operator and owner, and $80,000 in Underinsured Motorist benefits.
ATTORNEY: Scott Goldberg
If you have been injured you may have a case.
Attorney Goldberg provides free consultations.
The law firm only receives a fee if we recover compensation for you.
And we give police officers a 10% discount off our general public legal fees.
Contact Attorney Scott Goldberg at 617-227-1888 or scott@goldberglawfirm.net.

SCOTT D. GOLDBERG, ESQ.
FANEUIL HALL
4 SOUTH MARKETPLACE
BOSTON, MA 02109
617-227-1888

www.bppa.org

www.goldberglawfirm.net

800-349-1888
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(continued on page A11)
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MetLife Home Loans

MORTGAGES
Specializing in home loans for Police Officers

Home financing for Boston’s finest
MetLife Home Loans mortgage professional Rusty O’Dowd
has handled hundreds of home loans for police officers
throughout Massachusetts.
For home purchases, refinancing and more, including a free
mortgage analysis and references from other police officers
… contact Rusty today!

Rusty O’Dowd
Office: 781-647-2026
Cell: 617-285-2691
(phone answered seven days a week)
Fax: 781-647-4610
E-mail: rodowd@metlife.com

For the if in life.®

All loans subject to approval. Certain restrictions may apply. Mortgage financing provided by MetLife Home Loans, a division of MetLife Bank, N.A. Equal Housing Lender. ©2008 METLIFE, INC. L0209020325[exp0210][All States][DC]
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It is our firm belief that community is about people helping people...

At Mt. Washington Bank, we believe that helping each other
is the most vital contribution we can make
to building a strong, safe community.

Mt. Washington Bank
is a proud sponsor of the

Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association, Inc.
Totally FREE Checking
Totally FREE Business Checking
FREE Online Banking & BillPay
Home Mortgages | Home Equity Lines of Credit
FREE e-Statements/Combined Statements
ATM/Debit MasterCard*

Connecting all offices in South Boston,
Dorchester and Jamaica Plain
617.268.0379 � www.MtWashingtonBank.com
Customer purchases checks.
*$1.00 monthly fee waived after 3
credit/signature-based transactions.

www.bppa.org

Member FDIC/Member SIF
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Turner Construction
is proud to support
The Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association

Building the Future
Two Seaport Lane, Boston, MA
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Labor Notes: Bryan Decker, Esq., BPPA Labor Counsel
Sandulli Grace, P.C., Counsel to Members of the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association

A

Supreme Judicial Court to hear
Boston Quinn Bill Case – Plaintiffs file brief

s you may know, a group of BPPA
members have sued the City for violation of the Quinn Bill. In December, the
Supreme Judicial Court agreed to hear the
case in the first instance, likely shortening the length of the litigation by years.
In addition, the SJC consolidated the case
with similar cases filed by members of
the Detectives’ and Superior Officers’
Unions. The officers filed their Brief with
the SJC at the end of January, and we are
hopeful that a decision will be rendered
before the summer.
The cases arose when the state slashed
reimbursement to cities for fiscal year
2009 Quinn bill payments to officers. As
you may know, the current budget
(FY2011) does the same. This action,
which is nothing more than a back-door
local aid cut, prompted the city to reduce
Quinn bill payments to all eligible Boston Police Officers, resulting in the
present suit. Thus, we find ourselves once
again at the SJC defending our hard won
benefits, this time thanks to our
governor’s decision to score political
points by taking money away from police officers (and thanks to our
legislature’s decision to allow it).
A quick bit of background. First and
Foremost, the Quinn Bill (codified at
M.G.L. c. 41, §108L) mandates that officers “shall be granted” educational incentives related to law enforcement degrees. The Quinn Bill is a local option
statute, meaning that it only applies in
municipalities that voluntarily adopt it.
The City Council adopted the Quinn Bill
in 1998, and eligible officers began receiving Quinn benefits in July, 2000.
Significantly, the Quinn Bill does not
allow for payments to be reduced or reimbursed based on whether or not the
state fully reimburses a City for prior payments to officers. M.G.L. c. 41, §108L is
clear. Assuming proper certification of a
degree, an officer:
shall be granted a base salary increase of ten per cent upon attaining an associate’s degree in law enforcement or sixty points earned to
a baccalaureate degree in law enforcement, a twenty per cent increase upon attaining a baccalaureate degree in law enforcement, and
a twenty-five per cent increase upon
attaining a master’s degree in law
enforcement or for a degree in law.
Thus, once a city adopts the Quinn Bill,
the statute mandates that the payments
must be made.
The provisions of the Quinn bill that
call for a city to be reimbursed (that’s reimbursed – meaning “paid back,” i.e. the
state sends the city money AFTER the city
pays the officer) are separate and independent of the base salary increases that
www.bppa.org

the Quinn bill mandates. In other words,
whether or not the state “fully funds” the
Quinn bill is IRRELEVANT to whether
or not the city is obligated to pay the stipends.
While the Quinn bill is clear in the
level of “base salary increases” due to
officers, our collective bargaining agreement purports to modify those increases,
specifically to allow for a city to reduce
payments to officers if the state reduces
funding. The contract provides:
If for any fiscal year the reimbursement from the Commonwealth does not
fully meet its fifty percent (50%) share
of educational incentive paid pursuant to
M.G.L. c. 41, §108L, then eligible employees shall subsequently be paid educational incentives equal to 5.0%, 10.0%,
or 12.5% based on the degree held and
certified, plus the percentage of the remaining 5.0%, 10.0%, or 12.5% that
equals
the
percent
of
the
Commonwealth’s share that was actually
reimbursed by the Commonwealth for the
prior fiscal year.
It is the contention of the lawsuit that
this provision is NOT LEGAL. By law,
a city and its unions cannot alter statutory requirements unless the statute at
issue is specifically listed in the public
sector union law, M.G.L. c. 150E, §7(d).
The Quinn bill is not listed in that law,
so a city and a union cannot agree to
change it. The Supreme Judicial Court
has noted “that municipalities and public employee unions may not bargain
over matters covered by” the Quinn Bill.
Rooney v.Yarmouth, 410 Mass. 485, 493
n.4 (1991).
Relying on the collective bargaining
agreement, the City reduced Quinn Payments to officers back in January, 2010.
Thus, BPPA members with Quinn Bill
benefits are now receiving payments that
are LOWER than the statutorily mandated base salary increases. The contract
therefore conflicts with the Quinn Bill,
and therefore the contract must yield. (By
the way, while the City will likely whine
that the Union is trying to “go back” on
the negotiated provision, it must be noted
that the City has NEVER felt honor
bound to stand by its own promises. The
City has had no qualms in using c. 150E,
§ 7(d) to overturn pro-officer provisions
in the collective bargaining agreement in
the past, such as the “indemnification”
clause of the contract which the court
invalidated some years ago.)
When no negotiated resolution to the
Quinn Bill cuts was quickly reached, the
individual officers, on behalf of all patrol officers who receive Quinn Benefits,
filed suit. While the BPPA members’ suit
was not the first filed over this issue, it
has leapfrogged to the front of the pack

now that it has advanced to the Supreme
Judicial court.
Late last year, the officers and the City
jointly asked the Supreme Judicial Court
to pluck the case out of Superior Court
and hear it in the first instance. A single
justice of the court, after reviewing the
papers, agreed.
The parties’ have represented that four
separate cases are currently before the Superior Court, which challenge the same
interpretation of G.L. c. 41, § 108L, and
its application to their collective bargaining agreements. Many more municipalities have negotiated clauses in collective
bargaining agreements substantially similar to those at issue here. Because common questions of law are before several
courts, and the issues are of great financial import to municipalities and police
officers throughout the Commonwealth,
the interests of justice require speedy and
uniform resolution.
Last month, the officers filed their brief

in the case to the SJC. You can find a link
to the brief at the Sandulli Grace blog,
http://sandulligraceonline.com/ (the link
to the brief is in the article “Sandulli
Grace Files Supreme Judicial Court Brief
In Case Challenging Quinn Bill Cuts”).
Again, while our case was transferred to
the SJC before any decision was rendered
below, the Middlesex Superior Court did
issue a finding consistent with our position last month in a case involving North
Reading. You can read about the North
Reading case at pages 11-13 of our brief.
We’re very hopeful that the SJC will
agree with us and rule that police officers
who have diligently pursued advanced
education for the benefit of their employer
and themselves should be paid their full
Quinn Benefits. After the City of Boston
files its brief and we reply, the court will
set the case for oral argument. We hope
that this will occur in the spring, and that
we have a decision not long thereafter. Of
course, we’ll keep you posted.

City of Woburn Picks Up
Quinn Bill Deficit
Caused By State

Woburn City Council Finance Committee
appropriated nearly $500,000 to
completely fund the Police
Career Incentive Pay Program
By Danielle Masterson
he City of Woburn will pick up the
state’s share of the Quinn Bill funding,
now that the City Council Finance Committee has voted in favor of the appropriation.
Mayor Scott Galvin brought the matter
forward at the City Council sub-committee
meeting February 7, asking aldermen to
approve a $475,000 payment on the Police
Career Incentive Pay Program from the
city’s free cash account.
“We have always paid our share of
Quinn, always,” said Galvin. “The state
stopped paying their share of the Quinn
Bill, which they paid for 10 years… When
the state stopped paying their share, I
didn’t think it was our responsibility to
pick it up.”
Since then, Galvin said he reevaluated the
decision with the help of the city’s attorneys.
“I felt, after consultation with our attorneys, that it is in our better interest to pick
up the state share that they stopped funding,” said Galvin Monday.
The Quinn Bill was enacted in 1970 as a
way to encourage police officers to further
their education and receive criminal justice
and law enforcement degrees from secondary education institutions. When police officers earn degrees through the Quinn Bill,

T

they receive monetary incentives. For many
years, the state paid half of the Quinn Bill
incentives, while cities and towns picked
up the rest.
“This is through no fault of the mayor,”
said Alderman Ray Drapeau. “It’s really
at the state level… The bill was passed, it
should have been upheld. Now this becomes
an unfunded mandate.”
“When is it going to stop?” Drapeau
added. “We can’t keep absorbing their mismanagement of money.”
Drapeau thanked Galvin for bringing
forward the appropriation request, which
will “right the ship, so to speak.”
With Monday night’s appropriation of
$475,000, the city has $5.3 million remaining in the free cash fund.
Alderman Richard Gately said the
Quinn Bill must be funded, with or without
the state, but he is concerned about what
will happen in the next fiscal year.
“My fear is now, coming into this next
fiscal year, we’re going to be in the same
boat and money is going to be tighter,” said
Gately. “I don’t want to see anybody in the
city take a hit or a cut in pay.”
(Reprinted from the Boston Police Superior Officers Federation website, February 8, 2011.)
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They Served With
Dignity and Honor
We Shall Not Forget Them

Police Detective
Peter J. McDonough

Police Lieutenant
Francis R. Walsh

Police Officer
Robert W. Klaus

December 6, 2010

December 7, 2010

December 20, 2010

Police Officer
Cletus H. Duwors

Police Detective
Joseph H. Lundbohm

December 7, 2010

December 29, 2010

Police Officer
Frank S. Young
ACTIVE – December 8, 2010

Police Officer
Robert E. Senier

Police Officer
Henry J. Curtin

December 27, 2010

December 31, 2010

We apologize for any errors or omissions.
www.bppa.org
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They Served With
Dignity and Honor
We Shall Not Forget Them

Police Officer
James R. McSherry

Police Officer
Russell F. Fisher

January 2, 2011

January 3, 2011

Police Officer
Ralph DeStefano
January 13, 2011

Police Officer
Daniel J. Fitzgerald

Police Officer
William R. Turnbull, Jr.

January 18, 2011

January 20, 2011

Police Officer
Joseph W. McCarthy

Police Officer
William P. Garbett

January 20, 2011

January 21, 2011

We apologize for any errors or omissions.
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War Against the Middle Class
by Jim Barry, BPPA Legislative Agent
had a conversation with a regular working guy a few months back. He was telling
me all about his union and how much he appreciated everything they were doing
for him and his fellow workers. He said he wanted to get more involved with union
work. Then all of a sudden he turned to me and said, “but what about those
autoworkers... did you know they get a year’s full pay when they get laid-off?” He
said, “isn’t that is just ridiculous”. I looked at him and said “I want you to get a year’s
pay and benefits if you ever get laid-off. I want it for me, if I get laid-off.
A few months back, Fox News reported autoworkers were getting paid for “doing
nothing”. That story was picked up by the Boston Globe and New York Times which
re-printed the story as gospel. The autoworkers union had negotiated into their contract a provision that if an autoworker was laid-off he/she was granted full pay and
benefits for up to one year or until they were rehired. Tragically these folks most
likely were never getting re-hired. They were losing their jobs. Their careers were
over, along with medical, dental and pensions. Gone were good paying, middle class
jobs. One year’s pay? For somebody who just lost the American dream? One year’s
pay, from a company you helped make billions of dollars in profits? It just doesn’t
sound right. Yet it happened here in Framingham only 20 plus years ago. The GM
plant in Framingham closed and jobs were shipped to Mexico. That plant in Mexico
still produced cars, trucks and profits. Just not in Framingham. Those autoworkers
didn’t get that year’s pay.
Here was a middle class guy and union believer. He was jumping all over a benefit
of another union. He was buying into the corporate line? He was buying into the antiunion crap of Fox News? What didn’t he get? These laid-off workers got a guarantee
of full pay and benefits for up till one year, if they didn’t get their jobs back. This was
a lay-off. They were not getting paid to DO NOTHING. Nobody is scamming the
system here. Nobody is “getting away” with something. This was agreed to by management and the workers. Management SIGNED OFF on this provision in the contract.
In case you haven’t caught on yet; there is a war on out there and it is against us.
Wall Street is paying its’ executives millions of dollars in bonuses and swimming in
profits while the rest of the country limps around in the deepest recession of the last
75 years. Where is the outrage at that? Congress just extended tax breaks for millionaires. How ridiculous is that?
Is the middle class still buying into the nonsense; if we cut your taxes, you can
then invest that money and retire rich? Or the bigger lie, of you too can be the next
Bill Gates. Do people actually believe if they cut taxes everything is going to be OK?
Teachers, police and roads will kind of work themselves out. All anyone should want
and need is a decent job, with decent pay and benefits. Pay your fair share of taxes
and have safe streets and good schools. That’s the American dream. I want it for
every American and I support any politician that wants it too. What kind of American
dream is left with if good paying jobs are stripped from the middle class? What kind
of America are we going to have?

I

Governor Deval Patrick:
How well do you know him?…
(continued from page A2)

as far as any self-respecting member of the
law-enforcement is concerned, Gov. Patrick
is a disaster and a disgrace.
Governor Patrick is nothing more than
an entitled, rich, elitist fraud who played
the system for what it was worth. As most
of us attended public schools or our parent’s
scraped and saved to send us to a parochial/
private school, Governor Patrick attended
prestigious, elitist Milton Academy free-ofcharge. He then attended Harvard University, again free-of-charge. As a lawyer with
the civil rights division of the US Justice
Department under then-president Bill
Clinton, he willingly defended a cop-killer
in Florida. Governor Patrick also contributed thousands of dollars to convicted rapist Benjamin Laguer. Laguer raped and tortured an elderly woman for eight hours.
Laguer is also a huckster who has skillfully
manipulated idiot liberals for many, many
years into believing that he is a victim of
racism and oppression. Several years ago,
a conclusive DNA test was administered
that proved beyond any shadow of a doubt
that Laguer was in fact the culprit. Gov.
www.bppa.org

Patrick quietly, shamefully, pulled his support, but the fact that he contributed thousands of dollars to the rapist’s defense could
not be refuted.
Patrick owns multi-million dollar mansions in both Milton and in the Berkshires,
despite proclaiming himself a “friend of the
workingman”. Governor Patrick has, at the
urging of his liberal media friends, curtailed
police details in favor of more-expensive
flagmen. Governor Patrick has virtually
eliminated state funding for the Quinn Bill,
an educational incentive for police officers
in place since 1970, placing additional burdens on already financially-strapped cities
and towns. Governor Patrick’s parole board
has released felons to the streets to kill cops,
such as recently happened in Woburn. Governor Patrick desires to release more
scumbags and maggots to the streets
through so-called CORI reform.
In short, Governor Patrick is no friend
of police officers or law enforcement. Did
any of you really vote him, and will you
admit it or explain why?
Yeah, I didn’t think so either…..

BPPA Retired Patrolmen’s Division News
BPPA RPD
annual dues of
$24.00 will be
due at the next
meeting on
March 3rd at 1 pm

W

e are now into a new year. I hope
this will be a healthy and prosperous year for all of you. I write this letter to
remind each and every one of you that, at
our next meeting to be held on Thursday,
March 3rd, annual dues of $24.00 for membership in the BPPA Retirement Association are due. We now number approximately
four hundred (400) members, all retirees of
the BPPA.
If you have not joined, and are hesitant
to join, let me highlight some of the benefits that come with membership. Firstly, if
you have any retirement issues that require
legal assistance, you will have access to the
law firms retained by the BPPA. Not a bad
benefit for $24.00 a year. Also, you will have
access to the BPPA free passes to the
Franklin Park and Stone Zoos, along with
several other passes for the Museum of Science and others.
One of the principal objectives of the
BPPA Retirement Association is to have the

Directors of the
Retired
Patrolmen’s
Division of the
BPPA:
John Murphy
David Mackin
Joe Vannelli
Joe O’Malley
Billy Flippin
ability to lobby through the power of the
BPPA for our healthcare and retirement
benefits. Both of these benefits are currently
under assault from Beacon Hill. Only by
staying united in organizations such as the
BPPA Retirement Association can we continue to have an effective voice through our
lobbyist up on Beacon Hill.
Lastly, and just as important, this organization gives you the means to keep in
contact with people you have worked with
your entire adult life, but have lost touch
with over the years.
Our meetings take place on the first
Thursday of every other month. At those
meetings we disseminate information to our
members that we feel will help them in their
retirement.
Sincerely,
David M. Mackin, Executive Director
BPPA Retired Patrolmen’s Division

Next BPPA Retired Patrolmen’s Division
Meeting is scheduled for
Thursday, March 3rd, 2011 at 1 pm at the
BPPA Hall, 9-11 Shetland Street, Boston.
Guest Speaker: Director of the City
Insurance Office Gene Pastore will be
on hand to answer your questions.
A REMINDER THAT
HEALTH INSURANCE
OPEN ENROLLMENT
OCCURS IN APRIL!
BPPA RETIRED PATROLMEN’S DIVISION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Date: ___________________________
Name: ______________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ______________________________________________
Home Phone: ____________________ Cell Phone: ________________
Date of Appointment: _________ Date of Retirement: ___________
Email: ______________________________________________________
Annual Dues are $24.00. The year runs from March to March.
Please mail this application and $24.00 annual dues to the:

BPPA Retired Patrolmen’s Division
9-11 Shetland Street, Boston, MA 02119
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PAXCENTURION Section B
The blame game
By Kevin Doogan
ayor Thomas Menino and his cronies in the media are ratcheting up
their rhetoric to join the sweeping attacks
on Unionism raging across this Country.
No politician has the courage to publicly
tell the truth and the media, including conservative outlets, except us here at the Pax
Centurion, have refused to report the
truth.
Governor Deval Patrick claims to have
a two billion dollar shortfall in the upcoming budget. No efforts are directed to address the two billion dollars plus that are
spent yearly on illegal aliens for their housing, healthcare, nutrition and transitional
assistance aka welfare. These monies are
paid for by the average taxpayer. It’s of no

M

wonder that Social Security is tanking, legal alike, that have made fraudulent SSDI
when most of the recipients never donated and transitional assistance claims aka wela dollar into it! You
see it’s because of
bleeding heart liber- Governor Deval Patrick claims to
als like Governor have a two billion dollar shortfall in
Patrick and his ilk that the upcoming budget. No efforts
continue to give away
the store. Yet this isn’t are directed to address the two
addressed instead the billion dollars plus that are spent
media and politicians yearly on illegal aliens for their
say it is the greedy
public service Unions housing, healthcare, nutrition and
that are to blame.
transitional assistance aka welfare.
Little or nothing is
written or reported about the trillions of
dollars doled out yearly to healthy, able
bodied men and women, both legal and il-

fare as their career choice. Not only have
these lazy deadbeats milked this system dry
but they have passed it down from generation to generation. Isn’t it peculiar that this
financial bad luck has befallen the same
families, generation after generation.
Granny and Grandpa are on the dole, then
Mom and Dad join them on the dole and
wouldn’t you know it so have their sons and
daughters. But don’t let this premeditated
larceny get in the way of fiscal consciousness. Surely this premeditated thievery isn’t
dragging the system down. The blame
clearly lays in the greedy public service
(continued on page B12)

Playing politics with your
healthcare
By Mark A. Bruno
hope you’re all paying attention to
what is going in regards to our
healthcare coverage. It seems everyone
wants a piece of us lately. Tell people
that you’re a public employee and see
how fast they shoot you a dirty look. You
would think that we are the cause of the
whole country’s financial collapse. Unfortunately, this attitude is not getting
better. Taking away our Quinn Bill benefits was not enough. Now we have the
governor along with some of our legislators looking to remove our healthcare
benefit from the collective bargaining
process. Besides your retirement benefits, which is also under attack, your
healthcare is probably the single most
important benefit you have.
It appears the Mayor will try to pass
a home rule petition through the City
Council in regards to switching us into
the GIC (General Insurance Council). If
this passes through the council, which I
doubt, it would then go up to the State
House. If the Mayor can’t get satisfaction through the council, he will make
the governor carry the ball through the
legislators. We are not making many
friends politically as was evident on the
loss of half of our Quinn Bill benefits.
With the likes of Robert (I like my name
pronounced DeLayo) DeLeo, I feel that
anything could change in a second, much
like our New England weather. These
pack of wolves boasted about how they
rejected a pay raise which amounted to
a mere pittance next to what we lost and
could lose should our healthcare be taken
from our collective bargaining. The
House Speaker may soon find himself
standing beside Sal DiMasi if he keeps
handing out lucrative jobs to unqualified
relatives and friends. I have no pity for
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any politicians who voted against hardworking cops and their families. They can
easily be replaced, as was evident in the
last election.
What you need to know is that no raise
in the world could make up for the monies you will be paying out through a GIC
plan. You can’t put lipstick on a pig. Why
they are trying to force hard-working
public unions to accept such an inferior
plan is beyond me. Some unions sold out
for paltry raises, while others were forced
to join. I’m sick and tired of hearing how
taxed municipalities are because of their
spiraling healthcare costs provided to
their employees. You bargained a contract
with your employees, and now you
should stick by it. Reneging on what is
contractual will not be an option. The
BPPA along with other unions is prepared
to take the matter to court if need be. We
will not stand by and have our pockets
picked by flimflam artist who managed
to get voted into office. What we will do
is wage an aggressive campaign against
those who attempt to take away our
healthcare benefit.
What we need to do is all stick together on the matter of healthcare. We
will not give up what was won through
difficult negotiations. Every one of us
must call our elected officials and let them
know that we will not stand for our collective bargaining process being dismantled. We have already given too much
by taking zeros and having our Quinn Bill
cut in half. The lack of respect shown
toward unions has been disgraceful lately.
It’s time to take a stand and let some of
these two-faced phoney politicians know
that we are not going to take it anymore.
Stand up and be counted. Do not allow
these politicians to play games with your
healthcare.

HEARD ON THE HILL
By James Barry, BPPA Legislative Agent

I

After three long years local police still
shoulder major wage cuts

t was three years ago the wages of local police officers were cut by Beacon Hill.
Today municipal police are still the only profession in public service singled out
for this extended and substantial wage cut. Asked to do more, with less, officers have
stepped up and done just that.
We get that all public employees are all under attack on so many fronts. Our
collective bargaining rights, health care and pensions are all under attack. The media
and anti-union forces have attacked us with venom, not seen in our lifetimes. The
economy is as bad as it gets. We feel it and get it. We pay our family’s bills each
week... kids are living back home, mortgage payments are due. Spouses are being
laid-off.
Police officers know firsthand what effects the economy can have on the community. The 911 calls to police departments change. We receive more family trouble
calls, more property crimes reported and more violent crimes committed.
The frontline for society is our local police officers. We wade right into the fray,
every single day of the year. Be it a violent confrontation on our street or a family
whose seams are tearing apart because of the stress life has put on them.
We start our tour of duty looking for danger. We patrol our streets, searching for it.
Unlike any another profession in public service, we face danger in our communities,
so nobody else will have to.
We continue to ask the Governor and the Legislature to fully fund the Quinn Bill
Program. For three years, we have not backed away from our commitment to serve
the public’s safety. Three years is long enough to sustain this wage cut!
The Governor and Legislature have ended the program. That action gutted our
collectively bargained benefit for future hires. That was enough!
Today, with no relief in sight from Beacon Hill. We call for justice. Justice for
what is right. Restore wages that we collectively bargained. Unjust is the hundreds of
local police officers who participated in the Quinn Bill Program on top of the cut, are
required to pay their student loans monthly.
There is no justice in singling out local police officers. There is no justice in
cutting wages, to those who would if call upon lay down their lives to protect others.
If justice is not done by those who govern us, then please let impartial justice be
rendered by the SJC in this matter. It is quite enough.
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News Brieflets…

Compiled and commented upon by Patrick Carnell,
Canisius College graduate, Buffalo, NY

“In the coming five years, our military will push forward preparations for military
conflict in every strategic direction,” said Liang Guanglie in an interview published by
several state-backed newspapers in China. “We may be living in peaceful times, but we
can never forget war, never send the horses south or put the bayonets and guns away,”
Mr. Liang added. China repeatedly says it is planning a “peaceful rise” but the recent
pace and scale of its military modernisation has alarmed many of its neighbours in the
Asia-Pacific, including Japan which described China’s military build-up as a “global
concern” this month.” – UK Telegraph, 12/29/10
Luckily, the traditional, ancient hatreds between the Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans serve as a temporary distraction, but honestly, at this rate, we might as well just
hand China the keys and start writing up detailed lists of each other’s personal property
for them to “analyze.”
������������
“When I suggested that Notre Dame’s hosting of ROTC was a large negative among
the school’s many positives, Hesburgh disagreed…. I asked if he actually believed
there could be a Christian method of slaughtering people in combat, or a Christian
way of firebombing cities, or a way to kill civilians in the name of Jesus. Did he think
that if enough Notre Dame graduates became soldiers that the military would eventually embrace Christ’s teaching of loving one’s enemies?”
– Colman McCarthy, Washington Post Op-ed, 12/30/10
Oh, it gets better: this delicate ninny goes on to describe ROTC courses as “softie”
classes. What, according to the rest of his article, does he believe constitutes challenging courses? “Peace studies,” and anything called “(fill-in-the-blank) Identity Studies.”
And according to his own Wikipedia page, even World War II was an unnecessary
battle, reasoning that the Allies easily could have “waited out” Hitler until his death,
among other hilariously absurd and infuriatingly dense quotes. Really, anything else I
say will detract from this previous little simpleton’s status as a real-life caricature.
������������
“Amid the ongoing tensions between North Korea and the international community,
an educational scheme created by two young men from the US is engaging directly with
citizens and students inside the country. Organisers of the Pyongyang Project say their
programme is breaking down barriers to the secretive state that government bodies
cannot…. “They took us to the beach, we got our swimming trunks on and they basically said, ‘Go have a good time, you can talk to people’,” said Dave Fields, 27, a
participant from the US state of Wisconsin. He said that while many of those on the
beach were malnourished in appearance, they were cheerful and receptive to speaking
with foreigners, inviting them to sit with them on the beach and challenging students to
jump off a diving board into the sea.”
– BBC, 1/3/11
And the phrase “useful idiots” finds a new home. What makes it worse is that one of
these little twits goes on to say she thought the empty, unused computer labs at Kim IlSung University was a “red flag” that something was wrong there. The “apparently
ordinary” malnourished “beach go-ers” are “cheerful,” and the 100,000-person dance
routine in honor of the Great Leader was “breathtaking” rather than “harrowing,” but
an empty computer lab? Now THAT’S truly chilling.

������������
“A retired Indian Gorkha soldier recently revisited those glory days when he
thwarted 40 robbers, killing three of them and injuring eight others, with his khukuri
(knife) during a train journey. He is in line to receive three gallantry awards from
the Indian government.”
– Hamrosite (Nepal), 1/14/11
In addition, the man saved a girl from being raped by one of the robbers. The
report doesn’t say if one of the unfortunate men ran threateningly toward the Gurkha,
followed by a flash of silver before he dramatically fell into halves, but we’re forced
to assume it happened. If you don’t know who the Gurkhas are, the only thing you
need to know is they were the pretty much the only enemies the Japanese admitted
they genuinely feared during World War II. Sad thing is, this guy would be put on
trial in any Western country, as we allow no good public service to go unpunished.
������������
Just a slim majority of Americans – 52% – think vaccines don’t cause autism, a
new Harris Interactive/HealthDay poll found. Conversely, 18% are convinced that
vaccines, like the measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine, can cause the disorder,
and another 30% aren’t sure.
– USA Today, 1/23/11
Like the Moon Landing nonsense, JFK-assassination drivel, and 9/11 conspiracy
crap, the Autism-vaccine link stupidity has been out there long enough to have a
permanent home in the softer heads among us. When Jenny McCarthy on a trashy
talk show is more widely believed than, say, actual science and logic, civilization is
truly doomed.
������������
“The vibrant protest movements across the Arab world, Russian human rights
activists and WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange will all likely be in the running for
the 2011 Nobel Peace Prize, observers say as the deadline for nominating candidates approaches.”
– AFP, 1/30/11
President Obama says, “This man has done nothing to deserve this award.” Also,
and maybe this is nitpicking, but the phrases “vibrant protest movements” and “the
Arab world” used in the same sentence doesn’t exactly scream “peace” to most of
the world.
������������
“A producer of a documentary alleging conspiracy theories behind the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks has been arrested on drug charges in upstate New York. Oneonta
police tell the Daily Star of Oneonta that 27-year-old Korey Rowe and a 19-yearold Bronx man were arrested after selling packets of heroin to an undercover officer.”
– Fox News, 1/31/11
What a surprise, one of the men who spent literally moments of research for his
vague definition of “the truth,” and chased after “unexplainable” black smoke turns
out to have been chasing the Black Pony instead. “Of course I can prove fire can’t
melt steel… I’ve been holding a lighter under this spoon for hours!”

It’s snow big deal!
By Police Officer Jay Moccia
hen you’re young, birthdays mark
milestones when you can do more
things, as you get older they mark off stuff
you can’t.
I don’t know why anyone was surprised
by NY Jets coach Rex Ryan’s secret little
fetish, he is a “foot” ball coach. In a related incident, with the Pats out at least all
those stupid liability driven riot training
sessions have come to an end... “MOVE
MOVE MOVE” Go Celtics, Go Bruins, Go
Red Sox...
Even with the hot chick in the red bikini
gracing their ad, Iceland this winter is going to be a very hard sell.
To open the new Republican controlled
House session in Washington D.C., the U.S.
Constitution was read. It’s probably the first
time since High School Civics some of these
boobs have heard it.
Well, those wacky liberals are at it again:
it seems they want to remove and edit Mark
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Twain’s American Literary Classic “Huckleberry Finn” because it includes the “N”
word. Obviously, they’ve never read it, because the inclusion of that word changes
the title character, as he sees his companion as a human being not property. I’ll go
along with it as soon as Spike Lee, L’il
Wayne, The Game, Ice T, Ice Cube, Tupac,
Biggie and all the rest stop using it.
Speaking of the aforementioned Mr. Lee.
Why was he allowed to jump onto the Court
at the tail end of a Celtics-Knicks game to
taunt our men in Green? Ole’ Spike was
waving his towel and jabbing his finger after Stoudamire hit what appeared to be a
buzzer beating three pointer, but time had
run out and the Celtics won. I don’t know,
guys that run out at Fenway are arrested
and prosecuted, same at Gillette, the Garden and every other venue. Just because he’s
a celebrity he can do this? A fine example
you set for youth... file under (try to) Do the
Right Thing.
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(Author’s note: this was written before a
compromise was reached. It was too good
to omit and I actually spent some time researching the story):
Hats off to Headquarters! I would hope
whoever made the decision to “ban” the fur
Trooper/Russian hat has more exposure to
the weather than looking out a window.
Despite what the Global Warming idiots
claim, we work in the Northeast, a place
where winter can and is sometimes harsh.
In order to properly perform outdoor activities (D-E-T-A-I-L-S) you need to be
adequately insulated from the elements.
Surrounding cities and towns all know this
and provide equipment and guidelines for
their Officers. The Massachusetts State Police, Boston Transportation, Boston EMS,
West Bridgewater, Quincy and Cambridge
(in December) all authorize the use of the
“Trooper” hat. Tewksbury, Milton, and
Brookline (<32 degrees) allow knit caps.
Common sense solution: when it’s cold out

or snowing you wear a winter hat. Your
Grandma’s been telling you that since you
were three, don’t you love your Grandma?!?
While our issued 8 point hat is nice enough
( I am admittedly not a “hat” guy) it is a
fitted cover. Any change to your noggin,
such as letting your hair grow long for your
yearly hair test, or shaving your head causes
the fit of that 8 point hat to change. When
you add in the fleece balaclava you have
two choices. You can jam your 8 pointer
down and endure the accompanying headache, or set it gently Gomer Pyle style on
the top of your head and chase it down the
street every time Mother Nature sneezes.
Some places, even in more balmy weather
prohibit the use of the 8 point hat as anyone
who has toiled near the John Hancock or
Huntington Ave. Hospital corridor can attest. As far as that #@$%&* issued Blauer
jacket, if you’re not built like a bulimic super model, it is impossible, repeat impos(continued on page B5)
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It’s snow big deal!…
(continued from page B2)

sible to direct traffic, get in or out of a car,
or wrestle an unruly perp to the ground (so
I’m told) without that elastic waist riding
up over your mid section and settling around
your sternum exposing your core and making you look like Britney Spears’ big fat
creepy uncle (c’mon you know she’s got
one). When I wear it I feel like a girl in a
short skirt. I spend a disturbing amount
of time pulling it down. Yep, those jackets do look great on young Officers out
of the Academy, but give them a couple
of years, a kid or two, and morning
watches full of Chinese food, and pizza,
and Eisenhower style becomes a blue goretex sports bra. Has anyone looked beyond
the HQ gym before ordering these things
or are they just shopping for a bargain? I
know I’m starting to sound like a grumpy
old man, but working sixteen hour days
to avoid working sixteen hour days
doesn’t leave much time for the gym, and
have you seen how many restaurants are
on Newbury Street? Instead of trying that
uniform on some guy or gal off the recruiting poster, find a couple of gnarled
veterans, put it on them then make your
decision, ‘cause we’re the guys who show
up for all the crappy assignments (even
on our days off). Thanks to all the Officers, Sergeants, Supply guys, and civilian
clerks who patiently answered my queries about their respective Department’s
Winter attire.
Whew, after all that the winter coats and
hats are back! I guess even if the folks in
the Glass House may not always love us, at
least they love their Grandma’s!
As long as I’m on a roll... why don’t we
have 4x4’s available at all stations for extreme winter weather? Maybe, studded
snow tires or chains for traction? It seems
all the 4x4’s are assigned to specialized
units, and I’m not not not dismissing them,
but how many radio calls did they respond
to during all our recent blizzards? Any cop
who has tried to navigate our now even
more narrow streets in their department issued luge knows how notoriously bad Ford
Crown Vics are in the snow. With the venerable Vic line retired, I’m told the next-gen
Police Cruisers will feature all-wheel drive
and that’s a start, but I’ll be long gone before the whole fleet is converted. Just getting out of the parking lot is becoming an
event. I don’t know what’s going to blow
first, a tire, the transmission or my top. Two
more snowstorms and those guys on the US
Bobsled team better watch out!
The results are in and it’s Good News/
Bad News for Massachusetts. The US Census shows our population is down, so the
bad news is we lose a rep. in Congress. The
good news? It’s definitely going to be a
Democrat!
It always makes me wonder, I work hard,
pay my bills support my family, etc. But if I
had to come up with $2000 on a Sunday
morning I couldn’t do it. YET, lock up some
scumbag and someone’s down at the station within 45 minutes CASH IN HAND!
I always hear the sob sisters defending
lowlifes by blaming the economy for crime.
www.bppa.org

We’re told the people are hungry, that’s why
they steal. Okay, if that’s the case they would
be stealing from Stop & Shop, not Dolce &
Gabbana.
I don’t know what number comes after a
“trillion” but I’m sure before Obama is out
I will.
Wow, Chicago Politics is so corrupt,
they don’t even try to do the sneaky stuff
behind closed doors! Obama’s former Chief
of Staff Rahm “the naked bully” Emanuel
managed to get his name back on the Chicago Mayoral Ballot after the Illinois Supreme Court overturned a Lower Court decision removing him. It’s been no secret
Rahm has been at Obama’s side since he
got to Washington (about two years). He
rented out his Chicago home for accommodations in DC, but the ISC agreed he still
had residency status. And it’s not a partisan
decision, both Dems and Repubs are represented on the ISC, and it was unanimous.
Too bad we couldn’t hire these morons to
hear our residency claims. Think they asked
him where his sock draw was?
I don’t mean to seem insensitive (OK yes
I do) but when did it become our job to
shuffle bums between shelters. I know and
do realize it’s part of our job to remove these
human haz-mats to a place of repose, especially in the Winter. I get it. I just don’t see
where it becomes our responsibility to then
transport them from Pine Street to wherever for convenience sake. When it’s that
cold out, you leave them in the lobby, all
the shelters are just as crowded when the
mercury hovers around 0. We are Policemen, not shuttle drivers. We should only be
involved if there is a threat of violence of
breach of law. All these places have Outreach vans, who could do this, they only call
us to avoid liability I’ll wager.
The US is number 2 in the world on per
student educational spending, yet we rank
9 and 12 worldwide in Math and Science. I
guess if you spend like number 2 you
shouldn’t be allowed to perform like number 2.
An Ohio mother was sentenced to jail
for violating residency laws when she lied
about her address in order to get her son
into a better performing school district.
Here in Massachusetts, meanwhile a
Holyoke teacher was not sent to jail for an
out of state tryst with her 15 year old student. The judge ruled that if the teacher were
male the purpose would have been sexual
gratification, but as a female she was merely
concerned about the boy’s “emotional wellbeing”. Where do we find these people?
I demand Al Gore and his crew explain
two things to me: first, how airports in Atlanta, Georgia, and Dallas, Texas were both
recently closed due to SNOW, and second:
how come when I drive by the Franklin Park
Zoo on cold days, gnus, native to Africa,
are out walking around in the enclosures.
Boston cops recently managed to avoid
a tragedy when they got the drop on a
gangbanger armed with a an AR-15 rifle.
The good guys came out on top, but how
many more incidents do we have to have
before we are better equipped than our op-

ponents? The MOP guys in the gun cars
are good, but they can’t be everywhere. We
need patrol rifles or shotguns NOW, and
scenes like these only prove it.
4LOCO a caffeine infused alcoholic beverage was snatched off shelves after lawmakers deemed it unsafe. The confiscated
brew was morphed into ethanol for use in
automobiles. So it’s OK for my car to drink
and drive but not me?
Ezra Klein, a columnist for the Washington Post, has opined that the US Constitution is out of date and should be discarded.
See how quick Ezra claims the First if he’s
censored, or HIS rights are infringed on.
A Woburn cop was shot and killed by a
paroled career criminal just after Christmas
during a botched robbery attempt. The Officer, Jack Maguire managed to return fire
and drop his assailant. While it is always a
tragedy to lose a brother, his line of duty
death brought to light glaring deficiencies
in the Parole Board. Public and Media outrage was so great, Gov Patrick did the first
thing in years that I’ve agreed with: He fired
the whole Board. Hopefully, the new board
will be more diligent while reviewing the
cases. Some people cannot be rehabilitated.
What’s going on with the Ground Zero
Mosque?
An Arizona congresswoman was gunned
down by a nut armed with a semi-automatic
pistol. Nineteen people were shot, six died,
including a nine year old girl. A terrible tragedy by any standard. Liberal media immediately tried to link the shooter to the Right,
but the truth got out quick, and it turns out
this guy had some kind of twisted Taxi
Driver thing going on. He was a stoned loner
with an altar of skulls who probably should
have been in a Psych ward. In the wake of
this shooting, attacks on the First and Second Amendment were lead stories. Right
wing politicians were advised to tone down
their rhetoric and cries went out to ban guns,
magazines, bullets, and target icons. Funny,
no one called on the Liberals and ACLU
types who fight to keep loons like this guy
on the streets to explain why. This was
strictly a case of a madman on a mission
that was not politically motivated.
In a bold move, Governor Patrick
slashed Legislators pay a whopping .05%
or about $300 a year. Boy, does that take
the sting out of our Quinn Bill cut.
First I thought dumping all this snow into
the harbor might be a good idea, but as I
pondered, one thing kept coming up. If we
dump the snow now, will the MWRA ask

for a rate increase in June or July in order
to clean up all the pollutants from February?
I recently saw a PSA featuring a bunch
of Hollywood types talking about their mental illness... who’d have thought it...
No, I wasn’t ignoring all our snow, just
procrastinating. Some flakes for thought:
Code Enforcement Officers were out in
force fining scofflaws who failed to shovel
their walkways... including an elderly neighbor who managed to shovel her stairs, driveway, front walkway, but not the side of her
corner lot home. Good job guys! Then I
thought, what about workers who can’t get
home to shovel, like cops, firemen, utility
workers, doctors, nurses, why should they
be punished? To add insult to injury, I made
my way into work, and couldn’t believe my
eyes when I observed a swarm of workers
armed with shovels, rock salt, ice melt, a
bobcat and dump trucks descend on the
projects across the street and clear paths and
parking spots so neat, it looked like springtime. Not one resident lifted a shovel, and
every walkway was bare as a baby’s bottom. And were these folks thanked with hot
cocoa and warm hugs-no, one resident trotted over to D-4 to complain that they piled
snow BEHIND her parking spot and she
had to walk all the way around to get in her
apartment. Someone should have given that
gal a shovel, and if she wouldn’t take it in
hand it should have been applied to her
ample backside-ingrate. Meanwhile the D4 lot looks like a scene from Alaska Troopers, without those great fur hats and shotguns.
Comedian Tracy Morgan caused a bit
of an uproar after claiming Sarah Palin was
only good for (let’s just say “self satisfaction” – it’s a family show). Imagine if
O’Reilly or Hannity made the same remarks
about Hilary, Nancy, or Sotomayor, but then
again why would you... Oh Sarah!
A convict on work release was on the
job at the State House when he decided he
no longer wanted to be a guest of the Commonwealth, and simply walked away... I
thought Prisoners weren’t supposed to associate with known felons.
Liberals claim Right Wing Talk Radio
causes violence... have they seen the crap
that Hollywood puts out? The gratuitous
violence and graphic sex are featured without censorship, and they claim it doesn’t
have an effect on children. If that’s so true,
why do they go out of their way to exclude
smoking and drinking?

Attention
To all members of the Boston Police Relief Association
Active Duty or Retired
If you need to change your beneficiary or you are not sure
of who your beneficiary is you can contact the relief office
at 617-364-9565. If you leave a message your call will be
returned and if necessary the paperwork will be sent out
to you.
Thank you,
William F. Carroll, Clerk,
Boston Police Relief Association
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proud

supporter

of

the

BOSTON POLICE PATROLMEN’S ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND

A kid can dream, right?
And with Prudential’s support of the Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association Scholarship Fund, the children
of Boston’s finest can dream just a little bigger. It’s our
way of saying thank you to the men and women who
make things just a little easier for the rest of us—each
and every day.

The Prudential Insurance Company of America, Newark, NJ 07102-3777. Prudential, Prudential Financial, the Rock logo, and the Rock Prudential logo are
registered service marks of The Prudential Insurance Company of America, Newark, NJ, and its affiliates.
IFS-A157251 Ed. 11/08
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Lincoln Property Company &
84 State Street....

are pleased to support the Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association, Inc.
617-951-4100
225 Franklin Street
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23rd Floor
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MY PURPOSE: TO MAKE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE

Simmons students are determined to make a difference in their families,
communities, and the world. We help them succeed. At Simmons, we honor
an educational contract that places students first — enabling them to achieve
successful careers, meaningful lives, and tangible returns on their
educational investment.
For more than 100 years, Simmons graduates have succeeded in a wide variety
of careers, including business, communications, science and health care,
international relations, and more.
Simmons College proudly supports the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association’s
Scholarship Fund for Police Officers’ Families and Boston Police Programs.
www.simmons.edu

Simmons College • Boston, MA 02115
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Learning with Purpose.
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The blame game…
(continued from page B1)

unions. Those cops, firefighters, teachers,
janitors and public service workers are to
blame.
The government pension system is also
being blamed for dragging down the
government’s ability to operate in the black.
Yet politicians continue their spending spree
for all travel junkets and personal perks.
Governor Patrick hasn’t curtailed his traveling nor has Mayor Menino. The Mayor
even picked up an infection during his European tour causing a hospital stay upon his
return. The fact that politicians don’t equally
contribute to the pension system and the fact
that judges don’t contribute at all, but both
groups receive huge pensions. Surely this
thievery isn’t draining the system, it has to
be the public service unions again. The
workers save the government millions in
sick pay, coupled with millions in replacement worker cost by not calling in sick, then
screw the government by buying back at
retirement a fraction of what could have
been spent, clearly more abuse by the
greedy public service unions.
Talking about the Mayor’s health, how
come Boston Medical Center has a building named after Menino, yet he only seems
to go to the Brigham? The Mayor is frantically, and I believe illegally, trying to
backdoor public service unions by applying for a Home Rule Petition for his own
Boston GIC as well as lobbying the Legislature on Beacon Hill to change the law so
he doesn’t have to bargain for healthcare

changes and enact his own plan design or
include all of us in a Statewide GIC. I wonder if the Mayor intends on affording the
workers the same healthcare he is enjoying. He has had numerous extended stays
in a penthouse suite at Brigham and
Women’s Hospital, most recently for an
infected arm. I personally know of a coworker’s wife who was sent home two days
after brain surgery. Is it me or doesn’t it seem
like the Mayor is milking the system?
Clearly it is the lowly worker’s healthcare
and not the free healthcare given to illegal
aliens, to the unemployed, to the scam artists and to the entitled politicians that is driving up the cost of healthcare. Yup, in the
medical capital of the world, send the tax
paying workers to rationed out substandard
health clinics instead of the world class hospitals. We wouldn’t want the Governor, the
Mayor or their illegal aliens to wait while
paying customers get in the way of their
freebees.
In closing, shame on all these politicians
that jump on the anti-union bandwagon.
Unions represent less than thirty percent of
the workforce across this country, yet unions
set the pay scales and working conditions
for everyone. People should ponder that, and
let that sink in. Without unions the likes of
Governor Patrick, Mayor Menino and the
President would be free to shove their socialistic agenda down our throats while lining their pockets and those of their cronies
at our expense.

Neponset Preschool
281 Neponset Ave.
Dorchester
617-265-2665

THE BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP
Proudly supports the
Boston Police Patrolmen’s
Association Scholarship Fund
www.bcg.com

Power of Attorney
Health Care Proxy
Protect yourself and your family
by being prepared for life’s surprises
Call us today to find out how these two legal documents
available for less than $400 can work for you
Don Green

Law Office of Donald E. Green

Winter/Spring Sign-up
Half Days • Full Days

(A full service law firm)
2235 Washington Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(617) 442-0050
toll free (877) DON-GREEN

Secure Play Area
4,000 sq. ft.
3 Classrooms
2 yrs. 8 mo to 6 yrs.

Massachusetts Early Education License #291031 • Daughter of BPPA Retiree

www.bppa.org

As we have over the past 29 years,
we offer a discounted fee to police officers
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Here is the
1910 equivalent
of the
Safe Street
team
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Continental Home Loans LTD
offers mortgages and more
to BPPA members

s the preferred lender of the Boston
Police Patrolman’s Association for
the past two years, I want to take a moment
to thank everyone for their support. Continental Home Loans LTD “the mortgage
bankers” is proud to be affiliated with the
BPPA. As the mortgage representative for
the BPPA and a Senior Loan Officer with
Continental Home Loans, I hope to continue, as well as expand upon the excellent
services I have been providing to the BPPA
and their families. Whatever your mortgage
needs may be Continental Home Loans will
strive to fulfill them and make the mortgage
process as simple and worry-free as possible. Whether you are purchasing, refinancing or have a question involving the mortgage process, please do not hesitate to call
me, Christopher Morgan your Union Mortgage Representative.
Also, please look out for our Home Buying Seminars in preparation of the spring
housing market. At the Home Buying Seminars, I will have a real-estate attorney and
a realtor present. We will release the fear of

the whole buying process by breaking down
the process of buying a home from beginning to end. Take advantage of the significant drop in housing prices and the interest
rates that are still at historic lows. Act now!
Many police officers and family members
who attended the seminars in the past found
them very informative and useful. As a result, they are now enjoying the comforts of
owning their own homes.
Attention VETERANS! Do you know
you can purchase a home with “ZERO”
down? That’s right, 100% financing!
Whether you are buying a home or want to
refinance, I will guide you through the process. From the beginning to the end, my
team of real estate professionals will be
there! Additionally, for non-veterans, we
have unbelievable FHA programs for as
little as 3.5% down to purchase a home.
Don’t hesitate to call, get pre-qualified,
and you will be on your way to enjoy the
benefits and comforts of your own home.
Give me a call to discuss!

Christopher Morgan
Continental Home Loans, LTD
Email:cmorgan@cccmtg.com
Cell: 617-839-1694
NMLS License #47044
Boston, MA Representative
Area E-13, First Halfs
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Thank goodness, our troops
still have a sense of humor
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PAXCENTURION Section C
District 7 City Council Candidates Answer the BPPA Questionnaire…
Boston City Council 2011 Special Election
Tito Jackson
1. I strongly support educational incentives for Boston’s police officers in line with the
Quinn Bill. With appropriate reforms, I would support the BPPA’s efforts to fully
fund the Quinn Bill.
2. I do support the functionality of the Joint Labor Management Committee. I believe it
is an important mechanism for the facilitation of an open dialogue between the city
and organized labor. As Councillor, I will vote to abide by lawful resolution and/or
arbitration rendered by that committee.
3. I think that far too much prime real estate has been removed from the city’s tax rolls
and large non-profits should pay a greater share than they currently do. At the same
time, the P.I.L.O.T payments remain voluntary. As Councillor, I will work the mayor,
large non-profits, the state legislature, and the City Council to develop legislation
that make universities make tiered payments based on a matrix.
4. I support installing traffic cameras to capture pictures of traffic violations and issuing
citations. Increased use of this technology saves lives. A recent study by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety found that cities with red-light cameras reduced
the number of fatalities when compared to cities that did not have the technology.
Additionally, the potential revenue from tickets issued from violations captured by
the cameras could help save important public safety jobs. It is important that these
cameras not be disproportionately installed in minority communities.

BPPA Questions to the Candidates
1. Do you support the educational incentive for police officers known as the
Quinn Bill? Will you actively support the BPPA’s efforts to fully fund the
State’s portion of Quinn (even if that effort included the funding of the
State’s portion by the City)?
2. Do you support the functionality of the Joint Labor Management Committee and will you as a Boston City Councillor vote to abide by lawful resolution and/or arbitration rendered by that committee? Please Explain.
3. Over half the property in Boston is owned by tax exempt entities. Do you
support taxing or aggressively seeking payment in lieu of taxes from these
tax exempted entities in Boston?
4. Do you support traffic cameras for capturing pictures of traffic violations
and issuing citations? Please explain.
5. Do you support the call for a formal study and recommendations of police
jurisdictional overlap within the City of Boston? Please explain.
6. Do you support the use of Boston Police details (BPD Area B-2 & B-3 currently field on average over 50 extra Boston Police Officers during a 24
hour period on details throughout District 7) at roadside construction sites?
Explain please.
7. Do you believe that the Boston Police Department should have primary
jurisdiction over all 911 calls for police services within the City of Boston,
including Massport owned property inside the City of Boston?
8. Do you believe private college security forces should have the power to stop
motor vehicles on public ways? Please explain.
9. Have you ever crossed a BPPA or any union/labor picket line? Please explain.
10. Do you support civil service system for testing police candidates for entry
or promotion?
11. Do you support the use of uniformed Mass. State troopers policing inside
the neighborhoods of the City of Boston?
12. Do you support the city’s employees joining the Group Insurance Commission?
13. Do you support current state law (Chapter 150E) which requires both parties collectively bargain any changes to the city’s health insurance plans?
Please explain.
14. Do you think impact bargaining is sufficient when changes are being made
to the health plans offered by the city?
15. Will you support the BPPA’s efforts to stop the proposed plan design health
insurance without collective bargaining? Please explain.
www.bppa.org

5. Yes. Currently, the State Police have exclusive jurisdiction over all MassPort property. This includes
the Seaport neighborhood of Boston. If someone
calls 911 from that area, Boston Police Department officers only have the authority to issue a citizens arrest. In the rest of the Boston, the city and
state police have concurrent jurisdiction. I would
support the call for a formal study and recommendation of police jurisdictional overlap.
6. I support examining the current legislation to allow for details on low-speed, hightraffic thoroughfares in Boston.
7. All landline 911 calls in Boston are sent to the Boston Police Department. All cell
phone 911 calls are forwarded to the BPD from the Massachusetts State Police. In an
emergency situation, every second counts. With the Boston Police Department handling 911 calls, I believe they should have jurisdiction for these police services, including Massport owned property inside the City of Boston.
8. The power of private college security forces should stop at the campus border. Only
police officers serving the people of the community should have this power.
9. No.
10. I support the banding of scores as one of many ways to evaluate police candidates
from entry or promotion while minimizing disparate impact for women and people
of color.
11. While there are some joint-task forces between state troopers and city officers, local
cops know the neighborhoods of Boston better than state troopers who come in from
other parts of the Commonwealth. The key to successful community policing are
patrolmen who are part of the neighborhood. Those patrolmen are in the Boston
Police Department.
12. No.
13. Yes. I believe employees have a right to bargain collectively with the city. Any attempt to strip this basic right is unconstitutional and unconscionable. I will use the
power of the office to work alongside the BPPA to ensure the protection of this right.
14. No. If changes are being made to health plans offered by the city after the contract is
negotiated, unions should be part of the negotiation process. Terms should not be
dictated by the city.
15. I believe any effort to strip workers of their collective bargaining right or disregard
the process through the legislative process is unconscionable. As Councillor, I will
respect the collective bargaining process.

Roy Owens
1. I support the right of the union to have the opportunity to reject any proposal not in the member’s best
interest.
2. I support the right of the union to have the opportunity to reject any proposal not in the member’s best
interest.
3. No answer.
4. If necessary.
5. If necessary.
6. No answer.
7. This might call for confusion in the separation of powers and thus it might be better to
conduct a study to prevent problems that could appear later.
8. Only in a particular emergency event.
9. No.
10. Yes.
11. In emergency cases if need arises.
12. If it can benefit all sides.
13. I support the right of the union to have the opportunity to reject any proposal not in the
member’s best interest.
14. The impact bargaining position Is something that is yet to be determined.
15. I support the right of the union to have the opportunity to reject any proposal not in the
member’s best interest.
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Geppetto sleeps with a gun
By James F. Lydon, Jr.
e does. No, really, he does.
It looks to be some kind of a flintlock
or matchlock pistol. The gun is kept right
under his pillow, and it is easily accessible.
I guess if you live alone and sleep with your
window open, as Geppetto does, then it
might make sense to have a firearm nearby.
You just do not know who is going to pop
in.
This was one of the many thoughts rolling around in my brain when I watched the
1940 Disney classic, Pinocchio, for the first
time the other day. (Yes, for the first time.
So sue me.) In the scene when Pinocchio
comes to life, he knocks over some pots and
pans, waking the sleeping Geppetto. When
the startled toymaker asks who was there,
Pinocchio responds with, “It’s me.” The
knowledge that there should be no one else
in his home prompts Geppetto to pull his
firearm out from under his pillow in order
to address the unknown threat. My mind
reeled at that point. I thought, wait a minute,
this is a Disney movie, and Geppetto is
wielding a gun? Isn’t this the same company that, along with Pixar, made Woody’s

H

gun mysteriously absent in the Toy Story
movies? And here is Geppetto, grandfather
of all Disney characters, getting ready to
fire some rounds downrange in defense of
his home. Charlton Heston must’ve been
proud. (Although I am sure that Charlton
Heston would be unhappy with Geppetto’s
poor discipline with firearms: Finger outside the trigger guard, Geppetto!)
If you have not ever seen Pinocchio, like
me, or if you have not watched it in a long
time, sit down and check it out. It is a marvel of animation skill; no computers to make
things easier and more smooth. Pinocchio
is hand drawn and it is done with love and
with a degree of skill that shames some animation today. Along with being a work of
art, this movie is a highlight on society and
culture. I am sure that in 1940 it was not
meant to be, but when viewed in the year
2011, it becomes that. To someone with
common sense, never will it be clearer how
much our society has changed in seventy
odd years.
Sure, some of the gangsters in the old
Looney Toons cartoons used to tote Tommy
Guns and smoke cigars, but they were

Beware the Blade
By Mark A. Bruno
wait in anticipation. I know it is only a
matter of time before my nemesis turns
the corner and makes his way toward me. I
loathe this man for the blade he carries. Not
since “West Side Story” have I seen a blade
used with such precision. I’ve dug myself
out of deep situations, but I can feel the
reaper looking down upon me. What cunning moves will he make as he approaches?
I must stand my ground or get buried trying.
I can remember my childhood and bullies like this coming around the corner with
their blades out, just threatening to take out
and clear away anything that gets in their
way. How do you stop them? They make
their way through just slicing and cutting.
All in their way will be cut down and pushed
back. These road warriors fear nothing.
Their hearts are as cold as ice, and they care
not who they bury.
I can feel a cold chill run up and down
my spine. This assassin is just laying in wait
like a tiger ready to pounce on its prey. I
can feel his presence and fear that all I have
done to prevent this confrontation will all
be for not. I can see him from afar watching my every move. He is reading me like a
book. I have nowhere to hide from this thug
with a blade who is about to bear down on
me. I decide to dig in and stand my ground.
I watch him as makes his approach. He
thinks I’m not looking, but carefully I watch
him from the corner of my eye. He gets
revved up and starts his approach.
Down goes the blade as he glides toward
me. I stand like a bullfighter waiting for the
beast to pass. It has all come down to this.
He stares at me with a cold look that looks
like a shark’s eyes right before he goes into
a feeding frenzy. He has his job to do, and I
have my driveway to protect.

I
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I’m afraid I cannot stop him as he barrels down on me. I can see the white tide
rising as he closes in. I jump back, giving
in as he makes his pass. I stand there for a
moment with my shovel in hand and a look
of horror on my face. All the snow I just
shoveled out for the last three hours has now
been placed back. I was hoping he would
lift his blade and show some mercy, but it
was not to be.
This man in his pickup truck with a
snowplow up front, had literally broken my
spirit. I was feeling such a sense of accomplishment which was dashed in a matter of
seconds by this heartless miscreant.
I could swear he snickered as he passed
me. I’m tempted to put a couple of rounds
in his tires, but I keep my composure and
begin to clear away the snow, AGAIN!

adults, and criminals, to boot. In Pinocchio,
the title character and a literal boatload of
wayward children are lured to a place called
Pleasure Island where they get to smoke
cigars, drink what looks like beer, and brawl
in tents devoted to fist fighting.
I mentioned common sense before.
When someone with that very rare quality
views Pinocchio, they will get a treat: a view
into the past that should cause them to
chuckle and smile. If someone without common sense were to view Pinocchio, other
feelings could be agitated. We currently live
in a society that is trying to make Cookie
Monster switch from cookies to vegetables,
and here kids are puffing away on cigars!
For me, it was a beautiful sight to behold. I,
however, have common sense (no, really, I
do). Other, more liberal minded people
might see Pinocchio as a threat. They might
feel that if kids were to view Pinocchio, they
might suddenly pick up a gun, or light up a
cigar, or brawl in the streets. I am willing to
bet that there is a small group of parents
out there, right now, who would love to see
old cartoons like Pinocchio banned.
Sure, I have a child now, and I would
not want to introduce her to tobacco or beer
or fight clubs. I want to protect her from all
that; but there’s the point: I want to protect
her. I do not need society to do that for me.

If she sees kids smoking cigars in a cartoon
that was made almost three quarters of a
century before she was born, then it is my
job to tell her that is wrong. I should be sitting right next to her, remote in hand, so
that I can censor what she watches, or at
least explain what she sees. Parents need to
parent, and not form protest groups to ban
cartoons.
To end on a more upbeat note (relatively),
I just want to comment on an overlooked
aspect of Pinocchio. This is a mild
SPOILER (if seventy year old cartoons can
even have spoilers). One of the beautiful
things about Pinocchio is that the bad guys
win. Sure, Pinocchio and Geppetto find each
other in the end, but the bad guys get away
with everything. The two scoundrels who
trick Pinocchio, the wicked puppet master
who kidnaps Pinocchio, and the evil mastermind who is responsible for scores of
boys disappearing into slavery; they all not
only walk away unscathed and carry on with
their lives, but they remain unpunished and
fully in business. This was very interesting
to see. Pinocchio is not some highflying
moral trip in which all wrongs are righted
within the allotted hour and a half. It is a
movie that does not exist beyond what it is:
the magical story of a puppet who becomes
a real boy.

Attention
To all members of the Boston Police Relief Association
Active Duty or Retired

If you need to change your beneficiary or you are
not sure of who your beneficiary is you can contact the relief office at 617-364-9565. If you leave a
message your call will be returned and if necessary the paperwork will be sent out to you.
Thank you,
William F. Carroll, Clerk,
Boston Police Relief Association
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THE LAW OFFICES OF
DONALD E. GREEN, P.C.
Don Green is a Quincy native and 1957 graduate of Quincy High School.
After high school, he enlisted in the United States Marine Corps and returned
to Quincy after being honorably discharged.
In 1966, working out of the Quincy Police Boy’s Club, he became the
light-heavyweight Golden Gloves Champion in Lowell. He boxed in the
Amateurs for three years.
In 1968, he joined the Boston Police Department and retired in 1990 after
serving the city for nearly 22 years, the last 15 years as a Sergeant in the
Roxbury district. He graduated from both Northeastern University and
Northeastern University School of Law.
Don Green
The first Law Offices of Donald E. Green was opened in Boston in 1982
and the second in Dudley Square in Roxbury in 1988. The most recent office was opened in Braintree in
2001 and is located at 222 Forbes Road, Suite 200, which is located across from the South Shore Plaza
and behind the Sheraton Tara Hotel. This office offers a convenient location for Quincy and other South
Shore residents. There is free parking and the office is handicapped accessible.
Don’s law partner is his wife, Annette Hill Green, who grew up in Dorchester and is also a graduate of
Northeastern School of Law. They married in 1997, have two young children and reside in Milton.

The Law Offices of Donald E. Green is dedicated to
serving your legal needs. The professional staff includes
seasoned trial attorneys who possess years of litigation
experience and who strive to obtain the most favorable
judgment, verdict or settlement for our clients.
We are a full-service law firm, concentrating in, but not
limited to, the following areas of law:
• Wrongful death
• Personal Injury

• Medical Malpractice
• Sexual Harassment
– Motor Vehicle Accidents • Employment Discrimination
– Slip and Fall Accidents • Immigration
– Worker’s Compensation • Bankruptcy
– Lead Poisoning
• Criminal Defense

Annette Hill Green

Two free legal clinics are offered from 5:00-6:00 pm on the first and third Wednesday
of each month at our Roxbury office. Each clinic offers free, private consultations
regarding all legal matters.

If you have any legal questions or concerns, please call Don or Annette toll free at 1-877-DON-GREEN
or you may email Don directly at dgreen@donaldegreen.com.
Boston
(617) 523-4422
By appointment only

2235 Washington Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(Dudley Sq.)
(617) 442-0050

Evening and Weekend Appointments Available

222 Forbes Road, Suite 200
Braintree, MA 02184
(Across from South Shore Plaza)
(781) 356-0488
By appointment only

Home and Hospital Appointments Available

A reduced legal fee is continuously offered to police officers and has been for more than twenty-five (25)
years. Our office has successfully represented countless law enforcement officers in their personal injury
claims (on or off duty) and other legal matters.
Don Green

THE BOSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

Best Wishes to the
Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association

PEER SUPPORT UNIT

We are a peer-driven support program
for police officers and their families.
Our program is strictly confidential
and is available to all
police officers and their families.

Group or individual help with handling
family and life issues, alcohol, drugs,
anger and domestic issues.
Referral for specialist as needed.

REGIMENT CAPITAL ADVISORS, LP
222 Berkeley Street, 12th Floor
Boston, MA 02116
Tel. 617-488-1600
Email: info@regimentcapital.com
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251 River Street, Mattapan, MA 02126
Office: 617-598-7888 (Mon.-Fri. 9 to 5)
Off-Hours, On-Call Peer Counselor:
617-343-4680
Sometimes even we need a little help from our friends!

617-989-BPPA (2772)

Why is it?

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

By Detective Mike Kane
District 18
The Boston area TV news decided it’s
more important to cover a snowstorm before they cover the tragic murder of
Woburn Police Officer John “Jack”
Maguire?
74% of the White House staff received a
9% pay increase in 2010? (Readers Digest January 2011)
Police officer in the line of duty deaths in
the US increased by 37% in 2010, but
the men and women of the Boston police
didn’t receive an email on officer safety,
using caution when dealing with domestics, or how important it is to wear body
armor? Nope only one email comes from
Headquarters during the same
week….The importance of wearing the
correct winter hat. How’s that for morale
everyone? To say that there are some
people in positions in headquarters that
are so far removed and so out of touch
from what’s important to the troops is a
huge understatement.
We again hear that the snow removal budgets in just about every city and town are
depleted after just a few snow storms? I
wonder if the city and town leaders live
in New England or if snow storms are
something new to them?
Michelle Obama wants the government
to tell us what we can and cannot eat? I
believe Americans can decide for themselves what’s healthy and what isn’t.
Riot stick training isn’t just put on-line
so that it can be a “State of the Art” BPD
course? Better yet every officer gets issued a Wii with the stick training on it.
You can practice in your living room and
use family members as role players.
Obama treats the President Ho of China
as if he were a saint? A glamorous party
at the White House, great food, expensive wine, and plenty of slaps of the back
from people like John Kerry and Nancy
Pelosi. This for a man who leads a country that has been criticized by the world
community for its continued human rights
violations and oppressive tactics on its
own citizens. The United States once
stood against bullies like HO. Now we

O
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have a clown in the White House that
honors a dictator. How’s that hope and
change looking now?
I could watch the replay of Jets coach Rex
Ryan throwing his headset on the field
and swearing over and over again as his
team went down in flames to the Steelers?
It’s just great comedy and a perfect ending for a complete jerk.
Gov. Patrick supporters have praised him
up and down for asking the majority of
the parole board to resign? Isn’t that what
should have been done the day after Officer Maguire’s murder?
People feel the need to go for a run in the
middle of a snow storm with zero visibility? I recently saw someone on a bike
during one of the snow storms. I don’t
get it.
Sarah Palin is getting blamed for the
shooting in Tucson? Is it because there
were little target symbols on her web
page? So we can no longer say or use the
word “target”. I wonder if we can still
say things like, “I hope the Patriots KILL
the Jets next year? Or will that encourage people to KILL each other? Can we
wish an actor good luck by saying ‘Break
a leg”? How soon before this Obama has
a “Speech Czar” and a list of words we
can no longer speak?
No matter who the judges are, I still won’t
watch American Idol?
Deval Patrick thinks it’s a good idea to
raise the retirement age for public employees? (Boston Globe 01-19-11). I
guess it makes sense in Deval’s warped
mind because someone (working class)

Information needed on old
Boston Police Badges

ver two years ago I came into possession of several badges that belong to retired
or deceased officers of the Boston Police. Somehow these badges
were not given to the officer or his family upon retirement or death. I
started out with thirteen badges that are encased in acrylic and with
the help of Pax readers I have returned all but five. If you know the
whereabouts of any of the following officers or their families please
contact me and I will mail out the badge.
Badges To Be Returned: SPECIAL ATTENTION TO RETIRED OFFICERS: INFO NEEDED on the following retired officers.
PO Steven W. MacFarland, Dates of service – 6/27/79 to 4/23/82, Badge #2192
PO John D MacDonald, Dates of service – 12/20/44 to 5/19/77, Badge #1658
PO Henry Nelson, Jr., Dates of service – 10/21/63 to 11/19/84, Badge #946
(deceased)
PO Joseph W. Rozario, Dates of service – 9/27/61 to 11/30/81, Badge #2680
Sgt. Victor Smith, Dates of service – 12/13/50 to 5/31/85, Badge #417
– Thanks, Detective Mike Kane, District 18
www.bppa.org

has to pay for all the free stuff the “welfare cheats” keep insisting on. These are
Deval’s supporters and he has to keep
them happy.
• I thought watching the movie “The
Town” would be a waste of time watch?
But I was wrong….it was pretty good.
• I can’t even match one number when I
play Powerball?
• “Up Chuck” Turner just can’t stop trying

to convince the few supporters left that
he was “set up” by the government? “Up
Chuck,” or should I call you inmate
#756291, you betrayed the people who
elected you and trusted you. It wasn’t a
conspiracy… it was your STUPIDITY
in believing the City of Boston was your
personal amusement park. Enjoy your
three years behind bars and don’t forget
to write home.
• Just trying to replace your car’s air filter
can be a challenge?
• After the shooting tragedy in Tucson the
only thing our politicians want to do is
make MORE laws that will impact the
honest gun owners in the country? How
about admitting that more laws don’t
mean anything to the nutcases and
psycho’s that get their hands on a gun that
is illegally possessed?
• Unlike some people I’ve talked to I just
can’t put all the blame on Tom Brady for
the loss to the Jets?
Stay Safe.

Statistics on officers killed
in the line of duty shootings
The following information is taken from
the Law Enforcement Officers Killed and
Assaulted (LEOKA) website. Each time a
police officer is killed in the line of duty in
the United States statistics are compiled
concerning the incident. Here is a sampling
of some of those statistics.
�����
n 2009, a total of 48 officers were shot
and killed. 2009 represents the most up
to date year. It is often thought police officers with less experience make up the majority of the officers killed.
But here is a breakdown of years of service the 40 of the 48 officers had. Some
officers had more/less years of service but
the chart below illustrates where the majority of officers are grouped.

I

Years of service
1 year to 5 years ............ 13 officers killed
6 to 10 years .......................... 12 officers
11 to 15 years ........................... 9 officers
16 to 20 years ........................... 6 officers
2009 – Age breakdown of 41 of the 48
officers. Some officers were younger than
25 and some older than 45. The chart below illustrates where the majority of the
officers is grouped.
Age of officer
25 years old to 30 years old ....... 9 officers
31 to 35 .................................... 8 officers
36 to 40 .................................. 11 officers
41 to 45 .................................. 13 officers

Time of Incident: (Year 2009)
Twenty-one officers were killed during
the AM hours. Here is a breakdown of the
majority.
Between 0801 hrs and 1000 hrs
............................... 8 officers were killed
Between 0601 hrs and 0800 hrs
............................... 5 officers were killed
Between 1201 am and 0200 hrs
............................... 3 officers were killed
All other two hour periods varied in number.
Twenty-seven officers were killed during the PM hours. Here is a breakdown of
the majority.
Between 2001 hrs and 2200 hrs
............................. 10 officers were killed
Between 1201 pm and 1400 hrs
............................... 5 officers were killed
All other two hour periods
............................... 3 officers were killed
Distance between victim officer and
offender measured in feet (Between the
years 2000-2009)
Total Officers killed during this period: 490
Distances in feet
Between 0-5 feet ......... 247 officers killed
Between 6-10 feet ................... 89 officers
Between 11-20 feet ................. 63 officers
Between 21-50 feet ................. 35 officers
Over 50 feet ............................ 30 officers
Not reported ........................... 26 officers
It is my hope that by understanding the
circumstances in which fellow officers have
made the ultimate sacrifice both current and
future officers can better prepare and protect themselves while on duty.
Stay Safe.
– Det. Mike Kane, E-18
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WHO WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE?
FLAGGER

53.00 per hour (avg.)

at $

(Mass. prevailing wage law for state contracts)
– EXCLUDING NIGHT, WEEKEND, HOLIDAY RATES –

$50.00

$34.800

FLAGGER
ROADWAY

or

BOSTON POLICE OFFICER
33.00 or 37.00 per hour

at $

Maximum pay regardless of NIGHT, WEEKEND, HOLIDAYS

$53.25
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Call for Pricing

And Governor Patrick says he’s saving taxpayer money?
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A local company bringing global solutions to local challenges
in parking management and transit fare collection

Scheidt & Bachmann USA, Inc.
Burlington, Massachusetts

Proud supporter of the Boston Police Patrolmen's Association
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Harvard Medical School

Boston Medical Center

We are privileged to work
in the City of Boston with
many of its renowned

Brigham and
Women’s Hospital

Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute

Waterside Place

Boston Red Sox

institutions and businesses.

Construction Management

William A. Berry & Son, Inc.
99 Conifer Hill Drive
Danvers, MA 01923
T: 978.774.1057
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Representing and providing counsel to members of the Boston
Police Patrolmen’s Association since 1993 regarding critical
incidents, criminal and departmental investigations, and civil
rights matters.
Many members have also sought our guidance and
representation in a wide variety of matters, particularly
personal injury claims on behalf of injured officers and/or their
family and friends. We also provide representation in criminal
and civil litigation, real estate and estate planning. We invite
you to learn more about Byrne & Drechsler, LLP by visiting our
website – ByrneDrechsler.com

JAMES E. BYRNE

THOMAS DRECHSLER

KENNETH H. ANDERSON • RICHARD P. MAZZOCCA • ERIC S. GOLDMAN
JONATHAN E. TOBIN • JOSEPH A. MERLINO
50 Redfield Street, Boston, MA 02122
(617) 265-3900 • Fax (617) 265-3627

www.bppa.org
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President’s Day Trivia:

Bill Carroll

Y

How much do you know
about our Presidents?
1. Can two name the two U.S. Presidents who are buried in Arlington National Cemetery?
2. The 22nd Amendment to the U.S. Constitution prohibits anyone from being elected
president more than twice, what year was it ratified?
3. Can you name the first president born after the adoption of the United States Constitution in 1776?
4. Can you name the first U.S. President to survive an assassination attempt?
5. Can you name the six U.S. Presidents who did not serve at least one four year term?

?

(see answers on page C15)

Sports Trivia:

Bill Carroll

How many can
you get correct?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What two major league pitchers pitched a perfect game in 2010?
Who was the last National League third baseman to win the MVP Award?
Who was the only rookie in the majors to score 100 runs in 2010?
Who was the last NBA player to average at 20 points and 15 rebounds in a season?
At the time that Brett Favre’s consecutive games played streak ended at 297, who then
became the league leader in consecutive games played?
6. Who were the American League and National League Rookies of the Year in 2010?
7. Who was the leading money winner on the PGA Tour in 2010?
8. What major league team had the most multiple home run games in 2010?
9. Who was the only Red Sox player to hit a walk-off home run in 2010?
10. Can you name the two American League teams that did not hit a walk-off home run in
2010?
(see answers on page C15)

Marine stabbed by
suspected shoplifter
Well, well, can’t say I’m sorry for that
dead from the neck up. F#$k with the bull
and you’ll certainly get the horn. So much
for messing with the Marine Corps.
Marine stabbed, but look what happened
to the suspect. Think they took things too
far? Not me! You really have to be careful
when running with stolen merchandise!
�����
U.S. Marine Reservist collecting toys
for children was stabbed when he
helped stop a suspected shoplifter in eastern Georgia. Best Buy sales manager Orvin
Smith told The Augusta Chronicle that a
man was seen on surveillance cameras Friday putting a laptop under his jacket at the
Augusta store.
When confronted, the man became irate,

A

W

Road trip

hile on a road trip, an elderly couple
stopped at a roadside restaurant for
lunch. After finishing their meal, they left
the restaurant, and resumed their trip.
When leaving, the elderly woman unknowingly left her glasses on the table, and
she didn’t miss them until they had been
driving for about forty minutes.
By then, to add to the aggravation, they
had to travel quite a distance before they
could find a place to turn around, in order
to return to the restaurant to retrieve her
glasses.
www.bppa.org

knocked down an employee, pulled a knife
and ran toward the door. Outside were four
Marines collecting toys for the service
branch’s “Toys For Tots” program.
Smith said the Marines stopped the man,
but he stabbed one of them, Cpl. Phillip
Duggan, in the back. The cut did not appear to be severe.
The suspect was transported to the local
hospital with two broken arms, a broken leg,
possible broken ribs, assorted lacerations
and bruises he obtained when he fell trying
to run after stabbing the Marine.
The suspect, whose name was not released, was held until police arrived. The
Richmond County Sheriff’s office said it is
investigating.
– Associated Press, November 27, 2010

All the way back, the elderly husband
became the classic grouchy old man. He
fussed and complained, and scolded his wife
relentlessly during the entire return drive.
The more he chided her, the more agitated
he became. He just wouldn’t let up for a
single minute.
To her relief, they finally arrived at the
restaurant. As the woman got out of the car,
and hurried inside to retrieve her glasses,
the old geezer yelled to her, “While you’re
in there, you might as well get my hat and
the credit card.”

Courage

ou’re a 19 year old kid. You’re critically wounded and dying in the jungle some
where in the Central Highlands of Viet Nam.
It’s November 11, 1967. LZ (landing zone) X-ray. Your unit is outnumbered 8 to
1 and the enemy fire is so intense from 100 yards away, that your CO (commanding
officer) has ordered the MedEvac helicopters to stop coming in. You’re lying there,
listening to the enemy machine guns and you know you’re not getting out. Your
family is half way around the world, 12,000 miles away, and you’ll never see them
again. As the world starts to fade in and out, you know this is the day. Then – over the
machine gun noise – you faintly hear that sound of a helicopter. You look up to see a
Huey coming in. But... It doesn’t seem real because no MedEvac markings are on it.
Captain Ed Freeman is coming in for you.
He’s not MedEvac so it’s not his job, but he heard the radio call and decided he’s
flying his Huey down into the machine gun fire anyway.
Even after the MedEvacs were
ordered not to come. He’s coming anyway. And he drops it in and
sits there in the machine gun fire,
as they load three of you at a time
on board. Then he flies you up and
out through the gunfire to the doctors and nurses and safety. And,
he kept coming back!! 13 more
times!! Until all the wounded
were out. No one knew until the
mission was over that the Captain
had been hit four times in the legs
and left arm. He took 29 of you
and your buddies out that day.
Some would not have made it
without the Captain and his Huey.
Medal of Honor Recipient,
Captain Ed Freeman, United States Air Force, died recently at the age of 70, in
Boise, Idaho.
May God Bless and Rest His Soul.
���������������
I bet you didn’t hear about this hero’s passing, but we’ve sure seen a whole bunch
about Lindsay Lohan, Tiger Woods and the bickering of Congress over Health Reform.
Shame on the American media!!!

F

Old retired cops

our old retired guys are walking down
a street in West Palm Beach, Florida.
They turned a corner and see a sign that
says, “Old Timers Bar – all drinks 10 cents.”
They look at each other, and then go in,
thinking this is too good to be true.
The old bartender says in a voice that
carries across the room, “Come on in and
let me pour one for you! What’ll it be,
Gentlemen?”
There was a fully-stocked bar, so each
of the men ask for a martini. In short order,
the bartender serves up four iced martinis.
Shaken, not stirred, and says, “That’ll be
10 cents each, please.”
The four men stare at the bartender for a
moment. Then look at each other, they can’t
believe their good luck.
They pay the 40 cents, finish their martinis, and order another round. Again, four
excellent martinis are produced with the
bartender saying, “That’s 40 cents, please.”
They pay the 40 cents, but their curiosity is
more than they can stand.

T

They have each had two martinis and so
far they’ve spent less than a dollar. Finally
one of the men says, “How can you afford
to serve martinis as good as these for a dime
a piece?”
“I’m a retired tailor from Boston,” the
bartender said, “and I always wanted to own
a bar. Last year I hit the Lottery for $25
million and decided to open this place. Every drink costs a dime – wine, liquor, beer,
it’s all the same.”
“Wow!!!! That’s quite a story,” says one
of the men.
The four of them sipped at their martinis and couldn’t help but notice seven other
people at the end of the bar who didn’t have
drinks in front of them, and hadn’t ordered
anything the whole time they were there.
One man gestures at the seven at the end
of the bar without drinks and asks the bartender, “What’s with them?”
The bartender says, “Oh, them, they’re
all old retired cops, waiting for happy
hour when drinks are half price.”

Weird dates…

his year we will experience four un
usual dates 1/1/11, 1/11/11, 11/1/11 and
11/11/11… Now figure this… take the last
two digits of the year you were born plus

the age you’ll be this year and it will equal
111.
Pretty weird, huh??
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PROUD SUPPORTERS OF THE
BOSTON POLICE
PATROLMEN’S ASSOCIATION
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
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Beware of credit card scams

ust a heads up for everyone regarding
the latest in Visa fraud. Royal Bank received this communication about the newest scam. This is happening in southern
Alberta right now and moving.
This one is pretty slick since they provide YOU with all the information, except
the one piece they want..
Note, the callers do not ask for your card
number; they already have it.
This information is worth reading. By
understanding how the VISA and
MasterCard telephone Credit Card Scam
works, you’ll be better prepared to protect
yourself. One of our employees was called
on Wednesday from ‘VISA’, and I was
called on Thursday from ‘MasterCard.’
The scam works like this:
Person calling says – ‘This is (name),
and I’m calling from the Security and Fraud
Department at VISA. My Badge number is
12460, Your card has been flagged for an
unusual purchase pattern, and I’m calling
to verify. This would be on your VISA card
which was issued by (name of bank). Did
you purchase an Anti-Telemarketing Device
for $497.99 from a marketing company
based in Arizona?’ When you say ‘No’, the
caller continues with, ‘Then we will be issuing a credit to your account. This is a company we have been watching and the
charges range from $297 to $497, just under the $500 purchase pattern that flags most
cards. Before your next statement, the credit
will be sent to (gives you your address), is

Trivia Answers

that correct?’ You say ‘yes’.
The caller continues – ‘I will be starting
a Fraud Investigation. If you have any questions, you should call the 1-800 number
listed on the back of your card (1-800VISA) and ask for Security. You will need
to refer to this Control Number. The caller
then gives you a 6-digit number. ‘Do you
need me to read it again?’
Here’s the IMPORTANT part on how
the scam works – The caller then says, ‘I
need to verify you are in possession of your
card.’ He’ll ask you to ‘turn your card over
and look for some numbers.’ There are 7
numbers; the first 4 are part of your card
number, the last 3 are the Security Numbers that verify you are the possessor of the
card. These are the numbers you sometimes
use to make Internet purchases to prove you
have the card. The caller will ask you to
read the last 3 numbers to him. After you
tell the caller the 3 numbers, he’ll say, ‘That
is correct, I just needed to verify that the
card has not been lost or stolen, and that
you still have your card. Do you have any
other questions?’
After you say no, the caller then thanks
you and states, ‘Don’t hesitate to call back
if you do,’ and hangs up. You actually say
very little, and they never ask for or tell you
the card number. But after we were called
on Wednesday, we called back. Within 20
minutes to ask a question. Are we were glad
we did! The REAL VISA Security Department told us it was a scam and in the last 15

minutes a new purchase of $497.99 was
charged to our card. We made a real fraud
report and closed the VISA account. VISA
is reissuing us a new number. What the
scammers want is the 3-digit PIN number
on the back of the card. Don’t give it to them.
Instead, tell them you’ll call VISA or Master Card directly for verification of their
conversation..
The real VISA told us that they will never
ask for anything on the card as they already
know the information since they issued the
card! If you give the scammers your 3-digit
PIN Number, you think you’re receiving a
credit; however, by the time you get your
statement you’ll see charges for purchases
you didn’t make, and by then it’s almost
too late and/or more difficult to actually file

a fraud report.
What makes this more remarkable is that
on Thursday, I got a call from a ‘Jason
Richardson of MasterCard’ with a word-forword repeat of the VISA Scam. This time I
didn’t let him finish. I hung up! We filed a
police report, as instructed by VISA. The
police said they are taking several of these
reports daily! They also urged us to tell everybody we know that this scam is happening. I dealt with a similar situation this morning, with the caller telling me that $3,097
had been charged to my account for plane
tickets to Spain, and so on through the above
routine.
It appears that this Is a very active scam,
and evidently quite successful.

?

President’s Day
(see questions on page C13)

5.
4.
2.
3.
1.

The two U.S. Presidents buried in Arlington National Cemetery are William Howard
Taft in 1930, and John Fitzgerald Kennedy in 1963.
The 22nd Amendment to the U.S. Constitution was ratified in 1951.
The first U.S. President born after the adoption of the Constitution in 1776 was Martin Van Buren who was born on December 5, 1782 in Kinderhook, New York.
Andrew Jackson was the first U.S. President to survive an assassination attempt on
January 30, 1835 in the U.S. Capitol Building.
The six U.S.Presidents who did not serve at one four year term are William Henry
Harrison, one month, Zachary Taylor, 16 months, James Garfield, 5 months, Warren
G. Harding 24 months, John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 35 months, and Gerald Ford, 29
months.

Sports
(see questions on page C13)

1. In 2010, Dallas Braden of the Athletics and Roy Halladay of the Phillies both pitched
perfect games.
2. The last National League third baseman to win the MVP Award was Chipper Jones of
the Braves in 1999.
3. The only rookie to score 100 runs in the majors last year was Tigers centerfielder
Austin Jackson.
4. The last NBA player to average 20 points and 15 rebounds in a season was Moses
Malone of the 76ers in the 1982-83 season.
5. When Brett Favre’s consecutive games played streak ended at 297 Colts QB Peyton
Manning became the league leader with 205 consecutive games played.
6. The American and National League Rookies of the Year in 2010 were Rangers closer
Neftali Perez, and Giants catcher Buster Posey.
7. Matt Kuchar was the leading money winner on the PGA Tour in 2010.
8. In 2010, the Toronto Blue Jays had 23 multiple home run games to lead the majors.
9. The only Red Sox player to hit a walk-off home run in 2010 was Jed Lowrie on
August 21st against Toronto.
10. The two American League teams that did not hit a walk-off home run in 2010 were
the Oakland A’s and the Seattle Mariners.
www.bppa.org
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